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CANADIAN FORCES SURVEY ON HO~OSEXUAL ISSUES 

INTRODUCTION 

aacksround 

1. On 4 Mar 86, the Government of Canada tabled its response to the 

recommendations contuned in the Parliamentary report Esuality For All. 

The Government's position, contained in the publication Toward Equality, 

represents a commitment to the objective of enhancing individual riqhts 

and freedoms in Canada. At the same time, the Government recognized the 

overriding requirement for the canadian l!'orces I C!' I to be operationally 

effective in the interest of national security. 

2. The Charter Task Force (CTP l .was for111ed to p~esent options and 

make recommendations to the chief of the Defence Staff concerning 

possible changes in CF personnel policies so a.s to enhance individual 

rights and freedoms without adve.:&ely affectinq the operational 

effec::iveness of the CP (NOHQ Action Directive o:Z/86), one such current 

personnel policy is the prohibition of homosexuals fro enrolling or 

serving in the CF, It has been the military position that a number of 

.factors directly related to the operational effectiveness of the CF such 

as cohesion, morale, discipline, confidence in leadership, recruiting and 

personnel attrition could be affected by a change ln CF policy to allow 

homosexuals to enrol and serve in the cr. This CP posi tlon has been 

based on expert military opinion, previous CF experience, as well as the 

experience of other nations' militaries in allied countries. 

3, ln order to objectively review the issues and make recommendations 

on CF policy concerning the possible employment of homosexuals, the CTP 

requested that current empirical data related to the potential impact 
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that a change in policy be obtained, The identified data source included 

a review of other nation • s 11lilit11.ry personnel policie&, a review of CF 

documents relating to homosexuals, an evaluation of medical implications, 

a public opinion poll and a CP-wide survey of the potential reactions and 

attitudes of CP members towards homosexuals in the CP environment, The 

canadian Forces Personnel Applied Research Onit (CPPARTJ) lias taslced by 

the Assistant Deputy Minister (Personnel) to conduct the CP-wide survey. 

4. The purpose of the Forces-wide survey Ifill to determine: 

l!lo the potential 
homosexuals on 

reaction of- CP heterosexual members tolfards 
such issues as ~fOrKing together, sharing 

accommodations, etc; 

b, the impact of a change in CP policy towards homosexuals in CP 
members confidence in the effectiveness of the CP: 

c. the potential effect a policy of allowing homosexuals to 
enrol in the CP would have on recruiting, 

d, the attitudes of CP heterosexual members towards homosexuals; 

e . the possible determinants of the reactions and attitudes 
toward homosex~als; and 

f. an estimate of the number of homosexuals currently in the CF. 

Related Research 

s. Introduction. A comprehensive review of the research relevant to 

the employment of homosexuals in the CP was completed. A brief overview 

of this related research is provided to assist in developing a contextual 

background for the results of the CF-wide survey. Approximat:.ely 92\ 
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{Morin, 19771 Taylot, 19831 of the previous research on homosexuality has 

been concerned with the charilcteristics of homosexuals, the etiology of 

homosexuality ot the cause and treatment of individuals with sexual 

identification problems (Lowenstein L.r. ' LOwenstein K,B., 1984), None 

of these research topics provide information which is directly related to 

the central issues proposed in this study. Most of the remaining 

research involved surveys of public opinion towards homosexuals or 

studies of individuals attitudes toward homosexuals including demographic 

correlates and other determinants, 

6. E'roportion of Homosexuals in canadian society, Given the 

historical tendency toward discrimination and the generally negative 

societal attitudes toward homosexuals, homosexuals have tended to be 

discreet about their sexual orientation ~or fear of discovery and 

negative sanctions. Thus, estimates of the proportion of the canadian 

population that are homose~ual, taken from self-reports, can only be 

considered crude appro~imations. The current generally accepted 

estimates ace that 10\ of the male and 10\ of the female canadian 

population are non-e~clusively heterosexual. These estimates are based 

on the only comprehensive studies of sexual orientation in North America, 

conducted by Kinsey and his Associates ('Kinsey, Pomeroy & I'Jartin, 194l!: 

Kinsey, Pomeroy, Martin r. Gebhsrd, 1953), and have been supported by 

subsequent research (B. Schlesinger author of sexual Behavior in canada, 

personal communication, September 16, 1986). 

7. Public Opinion concerning Homosexuals, until 1967, homosexual 

acts between consenting adults was prosecutable under Canadian law. 

Furthermore, it was not until 1973 that homosexuality was no longer 
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formally considered a psychological disorder by professional mental 

health workers. Also, the Judea-Christian tradition view homosexuality 

at odds with social cohesion and respect for human life (Cameron ' Ross, 

1981; Greenberg ' Bystryn, 1982) and some religions (e.g., Roman 

Catholicism) consider homosexuality as morally wrong. Furthermore, 

historically 1 homosexuality bas been the least tolerated form of sexual 

deviance (West, 1977 ). Given thiS background, it is predicatable that a 

large segment of the general canadian Population would likely hold 

negative views concerning homosexuality. 

8. According to a 1977 public opinion poll (The weekend poll: !!.est 

canadians) most Canadians view homosexuality as a sickness rather than a 

lifestyle. !!.ore extensive public opinion polls in the Onited States, 

confirm this negative view that homo$exuality as a sickness (e.g., ~evitt 

& Klassen, 1974; Newsweek poll on homosexuality, 1983) as being morally 

wrong (e.g., OeBoer, 1978: Glenn,& Weaver, 1979; Nyberg ' Alston 1976) or 

that homosexuals should not be in positions of public authority ( e.9., 

Levitt ' Klassen, 1974; Gallup, 1!1821. A review of public opinion polls 

by DeBoer (1978) indicated that negative attitudes toward . homosexuals ~nd 

their denial of human rights (e.g., limitinq eJDployment) is not 

restricted to North America but is prevalent in democratic western 

countries. 

9. Similar to other societies (DeBoer 1 1978), Canadians' attitude 

toward the rights of homo5exuals is more liberal when confronted with 

general questions than when specific questions are asked about the 

possible employment of homosexuals in certain professions. The results 

of two national Gallup polls on hol!losexual rights: indicated that 52\ of 
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the canadian public felt that there should be a provision in the Canadian 

Human Rights Act protecting homosexuals from discrimination in employment 

and access to public services (Gallup, 19771 and 70' of canadians 

surveyed agreed th11t discrimination on the basis of seKual orientation 

should be illegal (GallUp, 1985 ). With regard to employment of 

homosexuals in the CF, Canadian men were evenly divided on this question, 

while 59\ of women agreed and 27\ disagreed tnat homosexuals should be 

employed in the CF (Environics, 1986). Canadians seem most ready to deny 

homosexuals the right to specific employment when children are involved: 

the conclusion in the 1979 poll states th!lt, • even Canadians who find 

homosexual i ty easy to accept have some objection to homosexuals as school 

teachers (homosexuality) still produces reactions of anxiety when it 

appears to involve our children" (The weekend poll, 1974). PUblic 

at:.titudes toward bomosexuals have not been linked to any lack. of ability 

in homosexuals/ quite the century, part of the homosexual stereotype 

i ncludes sensi tivity, intelligence, honesty, imagination and neatness 

(Berek, 19841. The results of the CP-wide survey must be interpreted in 

the context of the societal view towards homosexuals, 

10. Determinants of Attitude Toward Komosexuals. Negative attitudes 

toward homosexuals have been related to demographic and personality 

variables, specific past experience as well as other attitudes and 

values. Demographic var i ables consistently associated with negative 

attitudes toward homosexuals are less education (e.g., Nyberg i Alston, 

1976; west, 1977): age (e.g., Nyberg i Alston, 1976: Glenn r. Weaver, 

19191: l i vi ng in rural areas or small c i ties particularly during 

adolescence, (e.g., Stephan & McMull i n, 198.2); and, sex (i.e., males are 
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leas tolerant than females) (e,g., !Cite, 1984: Larsen, Reed, • Roffman, 

1 9801 , This last finding is thought to be a generalized female trait 

(Bierly, 1985) , A meta-analytic review of six studies suggested that 

males are more negative toward male homosexuals than female subjects are , 

but that there is little sex difference in attitudes toward female 

homose xuals (Kite, 19841 . This finding indicates the requirement to 

include sex of target in attitude toward homosexual research, 

11. With regard to experience, frequent church attenders are ore 

conservative ~oward homosexuals (e.g., Belken, 19811. Jews express more 

liben1 attitudes toward ho111osexuals than do Protestants or Catholics 

(Irwin Thompaon, 19771. Generally, contact with known homosexual 

persons has led to more positive attitudes (e.g. 1 Glassner ' Owen, 1976: 

Millham, san Miguel, Kellogg, 1976 I; but his is not always the ease 

(Krulewit:z: and Nash, 19801. Surprisingly, survey respondents have not 

been asked about whether their relationship with homosexuals have been 

positive or ne9ative, It would see111 that it is the quality of the 

relationship that should be 1110st directly related to attitudes t.owa.rd 

homosexual (Balpern, 1984), 

12. Those with negative attitudes toward homosexuals have been found 

to be dogmatic, cognitively rigid, have an intolerance for ambiguity 

(MiiiC:Oonald & Games , 19741: and tend to have feeling of guilt about their 

own sexual feelings, It bas been suggested that negative attitudes 

toward homosexuals is a manifestation of a prejudiced personality style. 

support for this contention comes from a significant relationship_ between 

a negative attitude toward homosexuals and authoritarianism (e.g . , 

Larsen, et al,, 1980; MacDonald & Games, 1974) 
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13. Measurement of Attitudes. The utility of measuring attitudes in 

applied research comes frol!'l their a.bUity to predict behaviour or at 

least predict intentions to behave I Ajzen & Fishbien, 1980). Attitudes 

have affective and evaluation components determined by a person belief 

system (Fishbien & Ajzen, 1975). Thus, measures of attitude to~ard 

homosexuals are based on this concept of infering a person's attitudes by 

measuring their salient beliefs about homosexuals . originally, the 

measures of anti-homosexuali sm were focussed on "homophobia • : an 

irrational fear of being in closed quarters with homosexuals I lluclson, 

1980 ). Currently 1 it has expanded to a multidimensional concept which 

inc l udes beliefs about the dangerousness, equal rights, mannerisms and 

morality of homosexuals. 

14. " review of the literature suggested four important criteria for 

selecting a measure of attitudes toward homosexuals: multidimensionally, 

response options that are continuous rather than dichotmous, 

differentiation between male and female homosex~al targets, and good 

psychometric properties. Of the ten measurement scales evaluated (Begin, 

1981: Balpern, 1985: llansen, 1982: Hudson to Ricketts, 1980: Larsen et 

al., 1980: LUmby, 1976; Hillham et al . , 1976; Mosher' O'Grady, 1979; 

Smith, 1971: Steffensmeier & Steffensmeier, 1974 J, the meas~re of 

atti tude towara homosexuals developed by aalpern was selected as best 

meeting all criteria. 

lS. Halpern's measure is a refinement of the Millham et al . 11976) 

model. The Balpern scale was rationally ana empirically developed in 

accor dance with the principles of psychometric theory (Nunnally, 1967 l. 

llalpern employed mult i ple statistical procedures, including confirmatory 

I 
I 
I 

I 
·I 
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f~ctor ~n~lysis, which indicated extremely high intern~l consist~ncy 

reliability for all scales, ~d positive evidence for the construct 

validity of the sc~les. A detailed description of the Halpern sc~les ~re i 
described in the Survey Methods section of this report. J 

16. Me~surement of Authorit~rianism. The authoritarian personality, a 

person prone to behave in an aggreaive, domineering and prejudiced 

manner, (Adorno, Penkel-Brunswick, Levison, & sanford, 195()) is the 1110st 

encompasing personality variable consistently related to attitudes toward 

homosexuals: thus, authoritarianism was selected a possible 

determinant of reactions and attitudes in this 10tudy. There has been 

some agreement that the originally developEl(! instrument measures 

acquiescence rather than authoritarianism because of the single direction 

of the items (Ray 1 1976): therfore, a balanced ( i.~,, both positive and 

negatively worded items) scale developed by Ray (1976, 1979) with 

demonstrated psychometric properties (Ray, 1979, 1984) was selected. 

17 , conclusion. The main purpose of this study was to predict the 

behavioural impact of employing homosexuals in the CP on so111e of the 

components of CF operational effectiveness. A review of previous 

research bas indicated that there is a sizable segment of Canadian 

society that holds a negative view of homosexuality. This neqative view 

has been related to demographic variables (e. g., age I, past experience 

(e.g., lack of previou$ contact with homosexuals) and personality 

variables !e.g., authoritarianism). This review was LJseful because it 

provided a context for the results of this study a.s well a.s a guide to 

both the important is.sues and the methodology of the research. Although 

it was expected that the results of previous research should apply to the 
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CP, the ~niqueness of the military in terms of living conditions, 

consequence of error, and unlimited liability of servicemembers made it 

mandatory to test the generalizability of previous findings t.o the CF 

population and environment. 
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SCRVEY METHOD 

Respondents 

18, The cr-wide survey on reactions and attitudes towiird the possible 

employment of homosexuals in the CP involved 6,580 servicemembers 

representing all areas of the CF (Table l), The mean number of years of 

service for excluding NCM recruits and officer candidates respondents was 

8,6, The participants represented the full range of educational 

attainment with 7n having obtained il se<:ondiiry education but not a 

university degree, The Loi!nd, Sea and Air Operations units were 

proportionally sampled within subgroups for each unit type. Por example, 

the t.and Operations group was sub-divided into both Anglophone and 

Francophone groups for each of the Infantry, Artillery, Armour and Combat 

Service Support units, Random samples were taken from all units within a 

subgroup that were not on block leave during the survey period, 3 July to 

18 July 1!186. 

19, Nearly 100\ of the Francophone and approximately 66\ of Anglophone 

l'lCM recruits on Basic Training as well as 50\ of the officer candidates 

on the Basic Officer Training course were surveyed. Por the Base 

Support/Isolated group, all CP Bases and stations which provide Unit 

Records Support; (URS) were classified into ll.ir, Land, Sea, CF -EUrope, or 

Other (e.g, NOHQ, CF Training Systems, etc.) groups, Approximately 

one-third of all URS unit;s which had at least 20 servicewomen were 

selected using an equal probability sampling method, some groups (e.g, 

females, t>rancophones, officer candidates) were oversampled, compared to 

the CF distribution, in order to attain a sufficient group representation 
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Table 1 

Respondent Distribution by Demographic Analysis 
Criteria Compared to the CF Oistribu~ion 

Demographic 
criteria 

Sex 
--Males 

Females 
Total 

Language 
French 
enc;lish 
Total 

Rank 
--Officer 

Non-commissioned Members 
Total 

Unit type 
Land operations 
sea operations 
Air Operations 
Base Support/Isolated 
Recruit/Officer Candidate 

Total 

CF 
n 

76,896 

...hl.ll 
84,453 

22,372 
62,081 
84,453 

17' 134 
67,319 
84,453 

17,827 
5,852 
4, 347 

53,737 

....h!!9. 
84,453 

91.1 
8.9 

T'5'0":'' 

26.5 
1.1:1 

100.0 

20.3 
79.7 

loo:D 

2.1. 3 
7.0 
!).2 

63.6 

hl 
99.9 

Sample 
n \ 

5,363 
1,146 
6,509 

2.,153 
4,273 
6,426 

1,248 
5,128 
6, 376 

1,757 
769 
694 

2, 037 
1,290 

6,547 

82.4 
17.6 

loo:D 

33.5 
66.5 

'iOD.G 

19.6 
80.4 

"i'''ll.. 

26.8 
ll. 7 
10.6 
Jl.l 
19.7 

99.9 

Note: The total number of survey respondents was 6, 580; thus, any 
criteria total less ~ban . 6,580 indicates the number of 
individuals who failed to answer that demographic item. 

CF population statistics were obtained from the Directorate of 
Personnel Information services and are current to 28 Jul 86. 

Percen~ages may not add to 100\ due to rounding error. 
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to answer questions of specific: interest (e,g, recruiting). All u.ni'!:.s 

involved in the survey &re listed in Table Al (Annex~). 

Procedure 

2.(), Each Base/Station was notified of the number of officers and NCMs 

·of each language group in specific units that were to be surveyed, The 

survey was ad111inistered to servicemembers by officers, usually the Base 

personnel Selection Officer, designated by the local Base/Station 

commander, survey administrators . were given written instructions that 

outlined the purpose of the study and specified the survey adlllinistration 

procedures, The requirement for confidentiality was emphasized, 

Administrators were instructed to preserve the anonymity of respondents 

by using staggered seating, rem.inding respondents not to indicate their 

name or social insurance number on their answer sheet, only to accept 

questionnaire anawer sheets that were sealed in the envelope provided to 

participants, not to open any envelopes, and to inform individuals that 

the recipient of tbe answers, the CFPARU, guaranteed no third-party 

access to the data. In a4cition, survey administrators were asked to 

complete a report indicating any occurrence (e,g., statements by Base 

authorities) which might have influenced respOndent's answers, reactions 

by respondents and sug9estions for improvement. 

21. survey completion took an average of 45 minutes. At the beq1nning 

of every session, survey completion instructions were read aloud. An 

example of the final version of these instructions and the Charter Task 

Force survey Attitude Toward Employment of Homosexuals (ATEB) 

Recruits questionnaire in English and !'rench are attached in Annex e. 
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The A.TEB-Recrui':.s questionnaire wbich was completed byNC:M recruits and 

officer candidate respondents differed from the ATEB questionnaire 

completed by all other respondents, in that the ATBB-Recruits survey 

contained two questions (Part 3) related to enrolment intentions . 

22. Administrative procedures and the survey were pretested and 

subsequently revised. In the first uni ':. surveyed, a few respondents 

expressed concern that answers to certain demographic items could be used 

to identify individuals. tn all subsequent surveys, individuals were 

told ..!!,2!; to complete the item on Military Occupa':.ion Code (MOC), and 

al':.hough they were to indicate whether they were an officer or a NCM, 

they were ~ required to specify their rank. comment sheets were 

identified by Unit Identification Code ('JIC) and language of response 

only. Although respondents were encouraged to answer all items, they 

were instructed to leave questions blank that they could not answer 

honestly, Charter Task Force members visited a number of the units 

surveyed to observe survey administration. 

Measures 

23, Parts 1, 2 and 3, The A.TEB survey consisted of 10 parts. In Part 

1, par':.ieipants provided information regarding their sex, education, 

years of service, Unit Identification Code (UIC), first official language 

and rank. In part 2, respondents were asked to estimate the percentage 

of the canadian population and of the CF that were homose~eual. Part 3 

was answered by recrui':.s and officer candidates only. They 1o1ere asked 

about the importance of a policy permitting homosexuals to enrol in the 

CF with regard to their decision to _join the CF and if such a policy 

would have influenced their decision. 
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24. Par~s 4 and 5. Patts 4 and 5 contained a modified version of the 

Attitude Toward Homosexuals (ATBl scale developed by Halpern (1984). The 

ATB has six scales of eight iteiiiS each for male homosexuals and six 

similar scales for female homosexuals. The six scale definitions, 

including a sample item for each, are presented in Table 2. 

2S. The Modifications to the ATB involved reducing the number of items 

in each scale to five by selecting the scale "itai!IS with the least content 

redundancy and best psychometric properties. The response options were 

reduced ftom seven to five. Tha five response options ranged from 

•strongly agree• to •strongly disagree• and were scored from 1 to s, with 

1· indicating the most negative, 3 neutral, and 5 the most positive 

attitude toward homosexuals (e.g., represented •moderately agree• to a 

negative item or moderately disagree to a positive item), 

26, !!rU· The same response options were used for the first 10 

items in Part 6 where Respondents were asked about their opinions and 

beliefs abo-.t outcomes related to security, harassment and the 

effectiveness of homosexual personnel. An additional seven questions in 

this section dealt witb recruiting, CF effectiveness, harassment policy 

and the propensity to change sex-.al orientation. 

27. !.!!!...1.• In Part 7, respondents gave their reaction to situations 

tbat involved working (e.g. being supervised) and living (e.g. sharing 

shower facilities) with known homosexuals. FOr comparison p-.rposes some 

items illicited reaction to the same situation with heterosexuals. 

Participants had five response options ranging from •willingly ac~ept• t9 

•refuse•. 

Act 
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Table 2 

At~ituae Toward Homosexuals Scale Oefini~ions 

Scale 

Dangerous/ 
-Repressive 

Peuonal Anxiety 

Moral 
Reproba~ion 

Gender-Role 
Stereotypes 

Equal Rights 

KerJtd Disorder 

Definition 

The belief or opinion that homo
sexuals are (or are not) 
dangerous and that they should 
(or should notl be subject to 
strong or punitive social 
restrictions. 

Includes negative emotional 
reac~ion to homosexuals, usually 
in situations of direct or 
indirect personal contact. The 
most fundamental negative 
emotional response is anxiety or 
discomfort expressed as anger or 
disgust. 

The belief or opinion that homo
sexuality is (or is not) sinful 
and morally wrong. 

The stereotypic belief that homo
sexuals are (or are not) similar 
to members of the opposite sex in 
appearance, mannerisms, 
personality, behaviour, or that 
homosexuals in other ways violate 
traditional gender roles. 

The general belief or opinion that 
homosexuals should (or should not) 
have the same human and civil 
rights as heterosexuals. 

The belief that homosexuality is a 
mental illness. 

Saii!Ple Item 

Male/female homo 
sexu~lity should be a 
criminal offence. 

It would be upsetting 
for me to find out I 
~as alone with a male 
(female) homosexual. 

Homosexual behaviour 
between men (women) 
is just plain wrong. 

You can often tell 
~ male I female I 
homosexual by the 
clothes he (she) 
wears. 

Male (female) homo
sexuals should be 
accepted -into our 
society. 

Kale (female) homo
sexuals need 
psychological 
treat111ent. 
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28. !!!!......!!.• Part 8 contained a 12 item Sho~t Balllnced F scale, a 

measure of authorit11rhnism developed by Ray (1976, 1979). Two items of 

the original 14 item scale were removed because some of the trial-survey 

respondents found them offensive. 

29. ~· The questions in Part 9 were used to determine the extent 

to which respondents had been exposed to infotmation about homosexuality 

(3 i tems) or had cont11ct with male or female homosexuals (4 itemsl. The 

final item in this part of the questionnaire asked respondents to 

identify tbl!!ir sexual orientation according to a modification (five 

versus seven categories) of the heterosexual-homosexual rating scale 

developed by Kinsey et at., (1948, p.938l. 

30. comments section. The f inill section of the survey ;~ave 

respondents the opportunity to make comments on issues ra i sed in the 

survey. In addition, individuals were asked ~ to diacuss the contents 

of the questionna i re until all units at their Base were surveyed. 
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RESULTS 

Analyses considerations 

31 , A number of technical analytic consideraeions such as treatment of 

missing data, criteria for reporting significant differences, cultural 

bias, development of derived measurement scales and the procedure for the 

comment context analysis are contained in Annex c. The results of the 

multiple regresion analyses which support the conclusions regarding the 

determinants of attitudes and outcome variables are in Annex D, 

Preliminary analyses confirmea Balpern • s ( 1!184 l finding that those with 

even negligible homosexual ell:periences respond significantly differently 

to survey items concerning homosexuals than exclusively heterosexual 

respondents, Therefore, the attitudes, opinions and reaction of 

heterosexual servicemembers to homosexuals includes only t.hose 

respondent$ ~o~ho placed themselves in the eKclusively heterosexual 

category of the sexual orientation question, 

32 . In addition to answers to specific survey questions, comment 

sheets were completed b:i 30\ of respondents: 13\ of Prancophones made 

comments compared to 40\ of Anglophones. The proportion of comments was 

relatively consistent across unit categories, ranging from 33\ in sea 

operations at 2!1\ for Land operations It should be noted that since 

comment sheets were identified by UIC language of response only, comments 

represent the views of heterosexual and homosexual servicemembers. 
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Psychometric Proper~ies 
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33. With the exception ot the authoritarianism scale, all predeveloped 

and derived scales demonstrated very acceptable psychometric properties 

for both Anglophones and Francophones (Annex El. The authoritarianism 

scale was ~ used in any further analyses. 

Sexual Orientation and Related Issues 

34. Sexual Orientation. The sexual orientation of CP members is shown 

in Table 3. Predominantly hetersexual describes a person whose se~eual 

orientation is toward the opposite sex but is sometimes attra'cted to 

members of their own sex. Bisexuals are equally attracted to both men 

and women. Predominantly homosexuals are sexually_ oriented to members of 

the same sex but are also sometimes attracted to members of the opposite 

sex . Although the percentages of non-heterosexuals are ~all, they 

represent a significant numher of individuals (e.g. estimate of number of 

exclusively h~...Dosexuill males in CP is .OCIJ x 76,896 • 231 l. These ahould 

be considered conservative estimates of non-heterosexuals because, 

although the survey was anonymous, service lllt!!mhers may have been 

reluctant to admit they are homosexuals when the CP policy is to release 

Known homosexuala. However, four respondents stated they were homosexual 

and discussed the stress created by having to conceal their sexual 

orientation. It is interesting to note that the respondents estim<~ote of 

the percentage of homosexuals in the CP, S.4\, was close to the estimate 

of 3.5, determined from respondents aelf-report ' and leas than twice the 

respondent es":.imate, 11. 8\, for the percentage of homosexuals in the 

Canadian population. Only 4.8\ of respondents thought there were no 

homosexuals in the cr. 

Act 
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Table 3 

Percentage of CP Males and Females in 
Each sexual Orientation Catesory 

Sexual 
Orienta:ion 

--------~M~a~l~e~s------~~~~·1 
n \ weighted \ 

____ _.F~e~m~a~l~e~s------~~~~~·a 
n \ weighted ' 

Exclusively 
Eleterosexual 

Predominan:ly 
Heterosexual 

Bisexual 

Predominantly 
Homosexual 

Exclusively 
Homosexual 

Total 

4577 

8" 

65 

21 

27 

4774 

95.9 96.6 

l.B 2.0 

1.4 1.0 

0.4 0.1 

0.6 O.l 

100.1 100 .0 

944 91.2 93.9 

55 5.3 3.6 

10 1.0 0.6 

B o.8 o.s 

18 1.7 1.3 

1035 100.0 99.9 

Note: Of the 710 individuals who did not respond to the sexual orienta:ion 
question (i.e., 10.8'\ of the total sample), 589 were males, 111 
females and 10 did not declare their sex. 

35. 

a weighted to qive each sampling stratum its proper weight 
according to the CF population distribution. 

Percentages may not add to 100\ due to rounding error. 

Change of sexual Orientation. While BO\ of excluliiiVely 

heterosexual respondents felt that either llO or almost no homosexuals 

would become heterosexuals, 43\ of heterosexual males &nd 34'\ of females 

felt that enrolling known homosexuals in the CF would chanqe the sexual 

orientation of heterosexual service personnel. Most indicated this 

transi:ion to homosexuality would involve only a few heterosexuals . 
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36. Mel:!ia Impact. Of the 81\ exclusively heterosexual respondents 

that bad obtained media inform.ation aooat homosexuals, 63\ of males and 

Jn of females focmed negative i.mpressions ( 29' of males and 45\ of 

females selected neutral impcession fona.ation) concerning male 

homosexuals. The resulting impression formation concecning female 

homosexuals foe these same individuals was ne13ative for 45\ of 111ale and 

39\ of female respondents (43\ of males and 45\ of females selected 

neutral impression formation) overall, impressions about homosexuals 

from the media were evaluated as being much mote negative than positive. 

37. Contact with Homosexuals. Approximately 60\ of exclusively 

heterosexual respondents reported ltnowning male homosel(Uals, while 42\ of 

heterosexual male and 65\ of heterosexual females repor~ed knowing female 

homosexuals. Heterosexual female respondents reported their 

relationships with homosexuals to be more positive than negative 

particularly for male homosexuals (i.e., female homosexual target; 371 

posi~ive ve,sus 23' negative: male homosexuals target: 46\ positive 

versus 15\ negative). Male heterosexual respondents reported similar 

relationships for female homosexuals (i.e., )7' positive versus 231 

negative) but rated their relationships with male homosexuals much more 

negative than positive (i.e., 45\ negative versus 20\ positive). 

Personal Outcomes 

38. Privacy. Results indicate that heterosexual males would react 

more negatively than heterosexual fema.les to sharing workinq an~ living 

facilities with same-sex known homosexuals (i.e. mean score of 4.0 whieh 

equates to •protest • versus mean score of J. 2 which equates to •oon' t 
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Know•, Table 4). For individual items, the "Refuse• reaction ranged from 

':he lowest endorsement of 43' for males and 18' for females for sharing 

mess facilities to 62' for males and 4U for females for sharing sho~o~er 

facilities or sharing sleeping accommodations with same sex homosexuals. 

The concern for privacy from same-sax homosexuals was much higher than 

the general concern for privacy represented by the results of the Privacy 

from Heterosexual Scale (i.e., mean score of 2.0 which equates to 

• Accept• J. 

39. For heterosexual males, scores on the Privacy from Homosexual 

Scale were associated with attitudes toward homosexuals related to 

personal anxiety and equal rights, the rated negativeness of previoua 

relationships with male homosexuals, and the lack of confidence that 

existing policies would protect heterosexuals from harassment by 

homosexuals. The determinants of the reaction of females to the privacy 

items were almost identical, with the Dangerous-Repressive scale 

replacing the Equal Rights attitude scale. 

40. There were 73 comments indicating great reluctance to undress, 

share shower facilities or sleeping accommodations with homosexuals. two 

respondents could see no problem sharing accommodations with homosexuals 

as long as they kept to themselves. 
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scale Respondent 

P r l vacy from Hales 
Homosexuals Females 

Privacy from Males 
Heferosexuals Females 

Working 
with Hale Males 
HOIIOSBlCUals Fe111a1es 

Workir~g 

wlth Female Males 
HOIIO&exuals Females 

narass Hale Males 
Ho1110sexuals Fe11ales 

Harass Female Males 
Ho1110sexuals Females 

Table 4 
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Mean Scores on Employment of Known Homosexual outcome scales 

Unit Grouping 

Recruits and 
Land Air sea ease and Officer 

Ol!erations oeerations oeerations Isolated candidates Total 
n Mean n Mean n Mean n Mean n Mean n Mean 

1421 4.1 544 3.8 660 4.1 955 1.8 862 3.8 4444 4.0 
I ,.., 

N 
728 3.2 120 2.7 848 3.0 I 

1405 2.1 540 1.8 658· 1.8 938 2.0 830 1.9 4371 1.9 
715 1.9 117 1.7 832 1.8 

1454 4.0 541 3.6 671 3.8 961 3.5 861 1.4 4496 3.7 
137 2.5 121 2.0 858 2.3 

1457 3.2 556 l.l 667 J.o 965 l.O 866 2.6 4511 3.0 
742 2.9 121 2.4 86] 2.7 

1457 4.5 557 4.1 611 4.4 963 4.2 864 4.1 4512 4.3 
Hl J.IJ 121 1.7 862 3.8 

1455 3.8 557 1.6 670 1.7 962 3.7 867 3.6 4511 3.7 
141 3.6 120 1.4 861 3.5 
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41. Willingness to work wi~b aomosexuals, Both male and female 

heterosexual respondents were on average neutral concerning working with 

female homosexuals (Table 4 l, The average response to working with 111ale 

homosexuals tended toward • Accept • for female respondents but "Protest • 

for male respondents, The lowest refuse percentage for a willing to work 

with a same-sex homosexual was 27\ of males 11nd 11\ of females refusing 

to supervise a same-sex homosexual. The strongest negative reaction to a 

specific item in these scales concerned being supervised ))y a same-sex 

homosexual: 45\ of male respondents and 20\ of female heterosexual 

respondents indicated they would refuse, The most negative reaction to 

working with homosexuals came from Land 110d sea operations groups, 

42, Of the 189 respondent comments, a clear majority, 136, stated they 

would not, or would prefer not, to work with homol!exuals, The remainder 

had no objection as long as bomosexuals did their work and respected 

sexual differences. 

43. Analysis suggested that unwillingness to work with ho~osexuals was 

related to negative attitudes on the Personal Anxiety and Equal Rights 

sca"les, quality of relationship with ho111csexuals, negative meoia 

information and a lack of confidence that existing policies would protect 

heterosexuals from harassment by homosexuals. 

44, Blood Transfusions, Results were consistent across unit groups, 

58\ of heterosexual male respondents and 49\ of women indicated they 

would refuse to receive a blood transfusion from a male homosexual. The 

refusal rates fer a female homosexual target was 44l for males and 41\ 

for females. ln contrast, refusal percentages for receiving blood 

transfusions from heterosexuals were all less than 7\, 
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reaction receiving 

transfusions from homosexuals was related to scores on the Moral 

~eprobation scale and negative media infor•ation. The results were 

different for male tespondents: their teaction was linked to the Mental 

Disorder and Personal Anxiety attitude scales for .ale homosexual 

targets, and the Dangerous-Repressive scale and quality of relationship 

with female homosexuals for female homosexual contacts. Comments from 

respondents suggested a great concern for the spread of disease, 

particularly AIDS. 

Organizational Outcomes 

46. Barassment. Three survey questions dealt with haussment policy. 

A majority, 57\, of respondents admitted knowing very little or nothinq 

about existing Cl' policies on harassment. EXcluding the 11\ who said 

that they knew nothing about CP harassment policies, heterosexual 

respondents were almost evenly divided in thei r degree of confidence that 

existinq policies would protect heterosexuals (i.e., 30\ confident or 

very confident 34\ doubtful or very doubtful)~ Bowever, with regard to 

protection of homosexuals, only 13\ were confident or very confident and 

58\ were doubtful or very doubtful that existing policies would suffice, 

47, According to the results presented in Table 4, there waa general 

agreement that known homosexuals would be harassed by heterosexual 

servicemembers (i.e,, recall that scale score of 4 -moderately agree and 

score of 5 • strongly agree). The strongest indication came from the 

!:.and and sea Operations groups, where 71\ of the Land operations group 

surveyed and 61\ of the Sea Operations participants strongly agreed that 

Act 
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there would be physical violence between known male homosexuals 

servicemembers and heterosexual servicemembers. comments supported these 

findings with 237 respondents elCpressin<;~ threats of harassment including 

physical violence, to known homosexuals in very hostile language. 

48. Response to the harassment of male homosexual items was related to 

con£ idence that existing policies would protect homosexuals from 

harassment by heterosexuals, and the Personal Anxiety, Moral Reprobation, 

and Mental Disorder attitudes. 

49. With respect to tbe harassment of female homosexuals, the 

heterosexual male responses were also related to confidence in harassment 

policy and measured attitudes ((!(ental Disorder and Oa.ngerous 

Repress! ve). In addition, negative impressions concerning f ·emale 

ho.mose xuals from media was a predictor. The predictor for the 

heterosexual female respondents were the confidence in harassment policy 

protecting female homosexuals, scores on the Personal Anxiety attitude 

scale and evaluation of of previous relationships with female homosexuals, 

so . Effectiveness. A majority of heterosexual female respondents were 

more inclined to agree (i.e,, 52\ for male homosexual target and sn for 

female homosexual target) than disagree (i.e., 31\ for m.ale homosexllal 

targets and 29\ for female homosex1.1al targets) that homosexual 

servicemembers would be no more likely to be security risks tnan 

heterosexual servicemembers. Heterosexual male respondents were less 

positive: they were split regarding female homosexuals (i,e., 39\ agreed 

and 4 3\ desag reed) but generally disag r -d ( i.e. , 35\ agreed and 50\ 

disagreed) with the statement that male homosex1.1als would not be any more 

of a security risk than male heterosexuals. While 40 respondent comments 
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stated that homosexuals would be open to blackmail and thus be security 

tisks, 22 respondents suggested that by removing the sanction against 

homosexuals, blackmail would be eli~inated and homosexuals would then 

pose no greater a security risk than heterosexuals. 

51. Results for the survey ite11111 asking whether sezual desires would 

be more likely to interfere with work effectiveness for homosexuds than 

heterosexuals paralleled those of the security items. The majority of 

heterosexual female respondents agreed (i.e., 61\ aqreed illld 20\ 

disaqreedl that sexual desires would not cause homosexuals to be less 

effective than heterosexuals, Heterosexual male respondents were of the 

same sentiments reo;arding female hol!losexuals ( i, e., 46\ agreed and 31\ 

disagreed). With respect to ~~~ale tatgets, male heterosexual respondents 

disagreed (i.e., 47\ disagreed and 35\ agreed) that sexual desires would 

ca.aae the same interference with work effectiveness for m.ale homosexuals 

and heterosex.aals. 

52. Almost no respondents (i,e., less than 2\) felt that the 

employment of homosexuals would increaae the effectivenesa of the CP, In 

contrast, BO\ of heterosexual 11111le respondents and 47\ of females felt 

the employment of hoRIOsexuals would decrease the eff eetiveness of the 

CF. The strongest response came from the Land operations group, where 

55' of tespondents felt the effectiveness of the CF would be greatly 

decreased. These results were supported by the written comments: only 7 

stated there would be no drop in CP effectiveness compared to 231 

corrunents suggesting effectiveness would drop as a consequence of extra 

tension, suspicion, as well as reduced morale and cohesion, 
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53. Responses to these effectiveness items were related to the 

Personal Anxiety, Equal Rights, Dangerous Repressive and Moral 

Reprobation attitude scale scores and the confidence in CP harassment 

policies. Quality of relationships with homosexuals was a factor for 

~eterosexua.l female respondents as was impression fro111 - 111edia for 

heterosexual male respondents. 

Recruiting and Retention 

54. Intention to Join. Only 26\ of heterosexual female recruits and 

officer candidates and 38\ of heterosexual male recruits and officer 

candidates indicated that a policy per111itting the enrolment of 

homosexuals would have been important relative to other reasons Eor 

joining the CF. Nevertheless, of these male respondents 11\ stated it 

was very unlikely and 17\ somewhat unlikely they would have joined the C? 

if such a policy existed at the time of their enrollment. The figures 

were 6\ very unlikely and 10' somewhat unlikely for females. 

55. Analyses to determine the possible determinants of the reluctance 

to enrol if known homosexuals were permitted to serve in the C? indicated 

that for heterosexual female respondents concern for privacy was the only 

significant predictor. ror heterosexual males, scores on the willingness 

to work with Male Homosexuals scale, the work effectiveneGs of female 

homosexuals, scores on the Dangerous/Repressive Attitude scale and 

ne9ativeness of relationships with female homosexuals were related to the 

intention to enrol question . 

56. The issue of enrolment of homosexuals received the largest number 

of comments, 690. A vast majority, 97\, expressed the opinion that 

homosexuals should not be enrolled in the CP for a variety of reasons 
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such as, it would lessen the image of the CF, create needless 

disciplinary problem.s and be a health hazard (i.e., AIDS I. The 13\ that 

advocated enrolling homosexuals stated the homosexuals could do the job 

and were not objectionable as long as they did not push themselves on 

others . A considerable number of respondents, 107, stated on their 

comment sheets that they would take their release or consider taking 

their release rather than work with a homosexual, 

57, Recommending the CF. only 1\ of heterosexual respondents would be 

more likely to reco11llllend joining the Forces if homosexuals are permitted 

to serve in the CP, Those who would be less likely to recommend ranged 

from lBt tor female recruits and officer candidates to 56\ for males in 

the Land and Sea Operations groups. 

Attitude Toward Homosexuals 

58, Attitudes. Heterosexual male respondents were on average neutral 

on two of the attitude measures toward male homosexuals but, on average, 

were moderately negative on the Equal Rights and Mental Disorders 

measures (Table S. I. 'l'he strongest negative attitudes were related to 

Personal Anxiety and Morale Reprobation indicating a strong revultion of 

direct or indirect contact with homosexual males and a strong belief that 

homosexuality is morally wrong. Female heterosexual respondents were 

neutral on five of the six ATB scales ana, on average, moderately 

positive on the Dangerous/Repressive scale (i.e., temalea did not believe 

male homosexuals were dangerous and should receive punitive social 

restrictions, Table 61. 
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Table 5 

Mean Scale Scores 
of Attitude Toward Male Homosexuals 
by CF Male and Female Heterosexuals 

Scale Males Females 
n Mean n Mean 

Dangerous-
Repressive 4395 J.l 855 2,3 

Personal 
Anxiety 4413 4.1 855 2,9 

Morale 
Reprobation 4403 3.9 854 3.0 

Gender-Role 
Stereotypes 4384 3.2 858 2.8 

Equal 
Rights 4400 3.7 857 3,1 

Mental 
Disorders 4385 3,7 858 2.9 

59, overall, heterosexual CF members' attitudes towards female 

homosexuals is neutral (Table 6), Males indicated some negative feelings 

with regard to Moral Reprobation, Equal Rights an4 Mental Disorder, Both 

males and females tended to disagree ~o~ith the stereotype that female 

homosexuals violate traditional gender roles, Females, on average 

demonstrated so~ne negative Personal 1t.nxiety attitudes towards same-sex 

homosexuals, There were no meaningful differences between Anglophones 

and Francophones or unit category groups on attitudes towards homosexuals, 

a /'information 
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Table 6 

Mean Seale Scores 
of Attitude Toward Female Homosexuals 

by CF Male and Female Heterosexuals 

seale Males Females 
n mean n mean 

Dangerous-
Repressive 4394 2.9 859 2,4 

Personal 
Anxiety 4362. 3,0 848 3.4 

Morale 
Reprobation 4385 3,5 851 3,1 

Gender-Role 
Stereotypes 4379 2.4 858 2.6 

Equal 
Rights 4400 3.5 855 3.1 

Mental 
Disorders 4384 3.5 859 3,0 

60. Attitude Determinants, Analyses were conducted to determine 

whather demographic variables such as sex, rank, language, 

education, language, years of service as well as media information 

and contact with holllosexuals could account for attitudes towards 

homosexuals, The most important predictor of negative attitudes 

to~o~ards male homosexuals li'II.S the quality of respondents contact ~o~ith 

male homosexuals followed by either the sex of the respondent or the 

impression formed from media, Sex of respondent was not a predictor 

for the Gender-Role Stereotypes or Equal Rights scales, 
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61. Similar analyses for attitude towards female homosexuals 

indicated that ne<Jative attitudes could best be predicted by 

negative media information followed by quality of contact with 

female homosexuals for the Dangerous Repressive, Morale Reprobation, 

;;:qual Rights and Mental Disorder scales whereas quality of contact 

was better than media information for predicting scores on the 

Personal Anxiety scale. The sex of respondent was Also a factor in 

determining scores en these five scales. Belief in Gender-Role 

stereotypes was predicted by negative quality of contact with female 

homosexuals and the number of years of service of respondents . With 

the exception of tbe Gender-role Stereotypes scales, relationships 

between predictors and attitude scales were quite high. 

62. There were a lArge number of comments, 809, th.at related to 

tbe attitude scale categories. Only 17 were directed at female 

homosexuals specifically and these in4icated tnat working with 

female homosexuals would not cause any anxiety, There were 237 

comments suggesting severe sanctions an4 harassment of homosexuals. 

-These were usually expresse4 in very hostile language often 

threatening physical violence. Strong feelings of uneasiness with 

homosexuals was also expressed. 

63, Although 45 individuals felt that homosexuality was not wrong 

as long as homosexuals did their job and did not harass anyone, more 

than twice as many respondents (i.e., 112) felt that homosexuality 

was wrong, immoral, against natural order and contrary to the norms 

of Canadian society. There was even a wider split in respondents 

(i.e .. , 93 versus 15) who statecl homosexuality was a 
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mental/psychological problem rather than a different lifestyle. A 

majority of respondents making comments concerning equal rights (130 

versus 25) felt that homosexuals were capable individuals and should 

not be denied their right to serve their eountry. 

Additional Respondent Comments 

64, There were 80 comments directed at the Cl' or the Federal 

government expressing frustration with the personnel decision 

process. l'leny felt the results of the survey would not be used or 

the survey was a method of prepartnq servicemembers for a change in 

policy regarding homosexuals. A few felt the government did not 

appreciate the uniqueness of the military. 

65. Respondent comments indicated the survey itself was evaluated 

more nega~ively than positively (i,e,, 130 negative versus 49 

positiYe comments). complaints varied from specific questions being 

too vague (there were usually questions from the authortarianism 

scale), some questions required prior contact with homosexuals, 

terlllli a;hould be defined, to the survey bi!ing a complete wasta of 

time, Postive responses indicated that the survey was well prepared 

and ~resented, as well as that it was comprehensive, thought 

provoking and an eye opener to the homosexual issue. 

Administration Report 

66. No instances of respondents being influenced prior to survey 

completion was reported. A few indiViduals expressed concern th4t 

they could be identified by their answers to demographic items (e,g. 

the only female Francophone officer at the unit). Generally, they 
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were told to leave those specific demographic items blank . It was 

reported that a number of respondents asked for clarification of the 

term heterosexual, Based on administrators reports, a nwnber of 

respondents are thought to have inadvertently given a negative 

cannotation to the term heterosexual, This could mean that some of 

the negative reactions to heterosexuals (e.g., refusing blood 

transfusions) were overstated. This mGy also explain why some 

respondents did not answer the sexual orientation question, 
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DISCUSSION 

Introduction 

67. This compreheneiYe survey me~sures CP servicemembers potential 

reaction to homosexuals in the CP environment and sollll! of the 

determinants of these reactions. More specifically, reaction to 

homosexual measures include concern for privacy, the willingness to work 

with homosexuals, the potential for barassment and the change in the 

effectiveness of the CF if ho1110sexua1s are employed in the Forces. The 

results of these measures of serYicemembers potential reactions c~n all 

be linked to ·cohesion and morale, two important components of operational 

effectiYeness. Additional potential reactions to the employment of 

homosexuals that were meaaured include changes in CF members likelihood 

to reco!Miend the CF to potential recruits as ~o~ell as NCM recruits and 

officer candidates likelihood of joining the CF. These measures are all 

related to recruiting, another component of CP operational effectiveness. 

Cohesion and Morale 

68. Introduction, Ideally, cohesion refers to the situation where 

individual norms are congruent with small group norms which are in turn 

in accordance with organizational objectives and goals. It is being 

unified as a part of the team in which the group is put ahead of the 

individual. Morale is similar to cohesion (Henderson, 1985) but bas an 

additional connotation of a feeling ot well-being stemming from 

confidence in the ability ot the group, the leaders, and the 

organization to provide security and achieve goals. 
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69. In the military context, cohesion refers to the individual 

servicemember giving his primary loyalty to the group as it trains and 

fights <ts a unit with all its members willing to risk death to achieve a 

common objective (Henderson, 1985). MOst behavioral scientists and 

historians who have studied the military have agreed that cohesion and 

morale a~re essential for an effective lllilitary unit (e.g., aenderson, 

1985: Janowitz t.itt.le, H65J Marshal, 1947). The importance of 

cohesion was vividly described by an experienced senior u.s. army field 

commander (Shwartzkopf, 1984): 

The single most important factor in winning or 
losing in battle is unit cohesion When 
( s:oldiers) are actually getting shot at, the thing 
that causes a soldier to dl'!liberately risk his life 
i n pursuit of the mission really consists of about 
three things: number one, his pride in his 
organization; nui!Jber two his pride in his leader; 

but 1110re important than anything else is the 
bond that exists between he and his fellow 
soldiers. Without that cohesion in a unit, you will 
get a lot of people killed that shouldn't be killed. 

cohesion and morale are a fundamental ingredient of military operational 

effectiveness. 

70. Historically what has been unique about military cohesion is the 

degree of personal sacrifice to group goals, in terms of personal 

privacy, living conditions and ultimately ones own life. Some factors 

that enhance cohesion are common group characteristics and values, mutual 

acceptance and respect, confidence in leadership and the effectiveness of 

the organization, and the identificat i on of superordinate goals. 

7l. Mutual Acceptance and Confidence in Leadership. Banding and team 

spirit are unlikely to occur .. tth the pressure of homosexuals since • 

cohesion requires compliance with the mores of the group; by definition, 
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gays do not conform to the dominant orientation that charac~eri2es 

military organization• (snyder & Nyberg, 1980), CF members concern for 

privacy from homosexuals (e.g., 62\ of males and 41\ of females indicated 

they would refuse to share shower facilities or sleeping accommodations 

with same-sex homosexuals) would certainly be a disruptive force to 

communal living and mutual acceptance, Logicillly, unwillingness to work 

with others is a barrier to unit cohesion, Given that CF heterosexuals 

on average selected 'protest• when asked about their willingness to work 

with known homosexuals, that a considerable number of heterosexual 

servi~emembers indicated that they would refuse to work with homosexuals, 

especially be supervised by homosexuals 1 ( e,g,, 45\ of male respondents 

indicated they would refuse) and, that a major basis for this reaction 

was anxiety or discomfort associated with situations of direct or 

indirect personal contact with homosexuals. There should be severe 

pr.,blems integrating known homosexuals into the CF, particularly in the 

Land and sea operational units, with a resulting adverse impact on 

cohesion. 

72. Confidence in the CF. Results indicate that the employment 

of homosexuals in the CP would reduce serving members' con£ idence in the 

effectiveness of the Forces. FUlly, 80\ of the male and 47\ of the 

female heterosuual. respondents in tile survey felt that the presence of 

homo5eXUillh would , decraa5e the effectiveness of the Cl". Less than 2\ of 

the surveyed members considered that the effectiveness of the Cl" would 

increase as a result of employing homosexuals. Therefore both cohesion 

and morale would be affected adversely by the members' loss of confidence 

in the effectiveness of the organization. 

l 
( 

[ 

[ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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73, Harassment, A recent survey commissioned by a United States 

criminal Justice subcommittee, which polled 2,100 homosexual men and 

women in eight United states cities, found that 90' of homosexual 

respondents has been physically threatened because of their sexual 

orientation (Mccaslin, U86), In addition, 2$' of male respondents had 

been punched, kicked or beaten because they were homosexual, Given this 

social context, and the prediction based on this study that known 

homosexuals would be verbally and physically harassed by neterosexual 

servicemembers (e.g., 1U of the Land Operations respondents and 61\ of 

those from sea Operations units strongly agreed that there would be 

physical violence between known male homoselCual and heterosexual 

servicemembers), the removal of the restriction on the employment of 

homosexuals in the CF will lead to a very volatile situation for known 

homosexuals. There would be an increased burden on the CF leaden;hip to 

maintain good order &nd discipline and certainly the atmosphere 11ould be 

antithetic to high cohesion and morale. Also, these result.s indicate 

that any known homosexuals placed in leadership positions will not have 

the 11illing support and confidence of many heterosexual servieemembers. 

ConclusionJ:i 

14. Some of the CF-wide survey result~ related to cohesion and moral 

should be put in perspective, As found in society (Kite, 1~84), there is 

more negative reaction and attitudes toward male homosexuals than female 

homosexuals and heterosexuals servicemen are more negative toward male 

homosexuals than servicewomen. It should be remembered that male 

nomosexuali ty is more of a potential problem than female homoselCual i ty 
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because over 90' ot the CP is male and, currently, the operational 

positions in the field and aboard ships, where communal living is the 

rule and cohesion and morale are 1110st critical, are aliDOst exclusively 

staffed by ~~~ales. Another factor to consider is that these negative 

potential reactions and attitudes toward homoseu:xala appear deep-rooted 

(i,e., based on past experience, related to morality and personal anxiety 

and supported 't1y a social context) and therefore may be difficult to 

chanqe, 

75. some of the impact of employing homosexuals in the CP on cohesion, 

and morale stems from the CF lllllking the policy state111ent itself <•·1·• 
image of the CP, confidence in the leadership, perceived effec.tiveness of 

the Cl!'). Other consequences presu~~~e that. a homosexual servicemember' s 

sexual orientation is identif i ed, Sased on the negative attitude of a 

sizeable portion of Canadian society and a majority of the CP, as well as 

the reluctance of even declared homosexuals to be open about their sexual 

orientation in the work place (e.g., "Several members of the canadian 

Team at the second Gay Games didn't want to be i dentified for fear of 

reprisals at work or school from relatives who don't know• Reed, 1986). 

I t is likely that even if homosexuals were permitted to serve, a large 

proportion of homosexual servicemembers would continue to be discreet 

abo-.t their sexual orientation. This would tend to limit the negative 

impact of homosexuals on cohesion and morale. Nevertheless, based on 

past CF experience, some homosexuals' sexual orientation will be revealed 

or discovered, and the suspicion and innnuendo that a policy which allows 

homosexuals to serve in the CF, would create problems. Without an 

exclusion policy these personnel probleros would not be easily rectified. 

Act 
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One should also keep in mind that, as bas been well documented by Dixon 

(1976), even a small reduction in operation effectiveness can have 

disastrous consequences in a military setting. 

16. In summary, the results of this study indicate that the potential 

negative reaction of servicemembers to the employment of homosexuals ~n 

the CF will be lllitigate4 by the number of homosexuals who are not 

discreet about their sexual orientation: nevertheless, servicemembers 

reactions are expected to have a diliterious effect on both cohesion and 

morale. 

Recruiting and Retention 

77. Introduction. Fundamental to the operational effectiveness of the 

CF is the ability to attract and retain competent personnel. A policy 

that permit-s homosexuals to enrol in the CF wollld i nclude a significant 

segment of the Canadian populati on that bas been excluded from the 

recruiting pools at a time when forecast suggest the CF will face 

increasing difficlllty maintaining its strength (Tivendale ' Gaudet, 

l985l. Notwithstanding, results of this study predict that such a policy 

would negatively affect recruiting directly and indirectly. Directly, 

the policy will negatively affect the joining decision of some 

applicants; indirectly, the policy will change the image of the CF and 

cause a significant number of those that influence recruits to no longer 

mall.e such recommendations. Fllrthermore, comments from respondents that 

they would le11ve rather than aerve with homosexuals i ndicates that. 

removal of the homosexual exclusion policy would have an unspecified 

negative impact on tllrnover. 
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78, Recruit Pool. Based on the conservative estimate of the number of 

homosexuals who are currently successfully serving in the CF and in the 

United States military, as well as examples of ex-military homosexual 

members with distinguished careers (Adde, 19851 Bravery Medals, 1986: 

McCrary &c Gutierrez, 1979;), there is little doubt that homosexuals are 

capable of fulfilling military functions when they a.re discreet ~ut 

their sexual orientation, It is difficult to forecast the actual 

increase in the recruiting pool resulting from a lifting of the 

restriction on homosexuals because estimates of homosexuality in both the 

CP ancl the canadian population are not very accurate, Nevertheless, the 

increase would probably not be ' substantial because, as estimates of 

homosexuals in the CP' and an empirical study of united States veterans 

(Harry, 1984) demonstrate, restrictions are not entirely effective. 

Also, according to snyder and Nyberg ( 1980 l, a majority of homosexuals 

are not attracted to the military. 

79, Intention to Join the CF. According to the the results of this 

survey, 27\ of male and 16' of female recruits and officer candidates 

would not have joined the CF, if there had been a policy permitting the 

employment of homosexuals in the CP' at the tillll! of their enrolment, 

Although the relationship between verbal ana actual behaviour is not 

exact, these results predict a significant reduction in enrolments 

accompanying a policy that allowed homosexuals to enrol in the CP. The 

current study indicates that heterosexual respondents• reluctance to 

joining the CP', if the Forces allowed homosexuals to enrol, is based on a 

concern for privacy from homosexuals, an unwillingne!ls to work with or 

for homosexuals, an attitude that homosexuals are dangerous, and previous 

Act 
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contact wi~h homose~uals. Therefore i~ seems reasonable that prospective 

applicants who are unwilling to work for homoseKuals would decline 

voluntarily placing themselves in a position under the command of a 

nomose~ual. LiKewise, applicants who 110re aware of the close quarters of 

military life would be likely to reject the CF if they are concerned with 

their privacy from homose~U!!ils. 

ao. CF Image. Perceived effectiveness is an important component of 

the CF image because it helps sustain the morale of the servicemember and 

instills confidence in canadian society that the CF is capable of 

canying out its assigned mission. The current findings that 

heterosexual CF servicemembers felt that employing homosexuals in the CF 

would dramatically reduce the effec~iveness of the CF is supported by the 

Canadian public. In the 1986 public opinion poll, only 6\ of respondents 

indicated effectiveness would increase if homosexuals were allowed to 

serve in tbe CF, Although 52' thought there would be no effect, 4U of 

males and 35' of females interviewed felt that employing homoseltuals in 

the CF would decrease CF effectiveness {Environics, 1986). Thus, a 

policy permitting homosexuals to serve in the CF will reduce the 

perceived effectiveness of the CF in the eyes of many CP personnel and 

members of the general public which will lower internal morale and public 

confidence in the CF and consequently mal<e the Forces a less attractive 

employment alternative. 

81. One aspect of the CF image is the impression projected by 

servicemembers themselves. considering the negative attitude of a large 

segment of Canadian society toward homosex~.Jals described elsewhere in 

this report, a policy to enrol homosexuals in the CF would diminish the 

i mage of .the CE' in the eyes of many potential recruits. 
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82, Recommendation to Join the cr. An important determinant of our 

attitudes and subsequent behavior is the influence of family, relatives 

and friends (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980), The decision to join the Forces is 

no exception. A survey of over 7100 potential CP applicants indicated 

that their first sources of information a.bout the Forces were relatives, 

friends and contact with military members (James, 19821. Furthermore, 

the sa.me study demonstrated that the most important sources of 

information affecting potential applicants actually going to a C? 

recruitng centre were current and ex-members of the Forces, recrui:ters, 

and service in the !o!illtia and the Reserves. In addition, two ~:ecent 

studies confirmed that individuals with neithel: relatives oor friends in 

the CF are significantly less likely to join the Forces (The Longwoods 

Research Group, 19851 to volunteer for service in the CP' during 

mobilization (Longwood& Research Group, 1986), Taken together these 

studies show the importance of the influence of others, particularly CP' 

servicemembers, in the recruiting process. 

83, In a 1986 national poll (Environics, 1986), participants were 

asked the same question that CP servicemembers were asked in this study 

concerning the effect that permitting hOmoa.xuals to serve in the 

military would have on their recommendation to a f ~:iend or family member 

considering joining the CP. Results for the general public, vere almost 

identici!ll to those of this study: only 2' stated they would be rnc;~re 

likely to recommend the CF, while a substantial number of every category 

of respondent would be less likely 1 for example, 34' Qf males and 22' of 

females. considering the importance of the influence of others in the 

recrui~ing process, a policy allowing homosexuals to serve in the CF *tll 

Act 
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have a strong nega<;ive impact on recruiting. The impact of an inclusion 

of homosexual policy on the decision to join issue was investigated using 

a sample of recently enrolled servicemembers rather than potential 

recruits. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable that since those potential 

recruits from the general public, who were sampled in the 1986 natiC!nal 

poll, were much less likely to recommend the CF if homosexuals aze 

allowed to enrol, than they are also less likely to decide to join. 

64. conclusions. Based on the eviOence presented, a policy permitting 

homosexuals to enrol and serve in the C.F will have an overall negative 

itapact on recruiting. Although such a policy "'ould increase the 

recruiting pool by allowing a sizeable segment of canadian society, 

previousl:f excluded, to serve in the CF, this increase should be small 

and would be more than off set by a lowering of the CF image in the eyes 

of serviceme~rs and the public, a red-.ction in the rwrnber of 

i ndividuals deciding to join the Forces and fewer Canadians recommending 

the CF as an employment option. The CF imllge and influence of pa.rents, 

friends, celati ves and members of the CF is particularly important since 

CF recruiting relies entirely on voluntarism (Wenek, 1985). It is notable 

that no other Western nation's (i.e., Australia, New Zealand, uni,ted 

Kingdom and United States) that relies entirely on volunteers for their 

military personnel strenght allows homoseKuals to serve in their forces. 

There is also some evidence that allowing homosexuals in the CF will 

ca~se some current servicemembers to leave the CF. 
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SOMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

as. This CF-wide survey of CF servicemember provides empirical data 

that can be used to predict the reactions of CF servicemembars to the 

employment of homosexuals in the CF. These reactions can be related to 

important coiDponents of Cl' operational effectiveness that is cohesion, 

moral, recruiting. 

Cohesion and Morale 

86. survey results related to cohesion and morale inaicate the 

following: 

a. Servicemembers are concerned for their privacy from 
homosexuals: many would refuse to undress, share shower 
facilities or sleeping accomodation with known homosexuals. 

b. Servicemembers, particularly those in Land and sea 
operational units, are unwilling to work with known 
homosexuals, they are particularly concerned with being 
supervised by known homosexuals with many indicating they 
would refuse; 

c. Harassment of k110wn homosexuals, including physical violence, 
is likely to occur; 

d. Servicemembers are concerned with contracting disease from 
homosexuals; many would refuse blood transfusions from known 
homosexuals for fear of contracting AIDS; and, 

e. Thera is a general agreement among serviceme~bers that the CP 
operational effectiveness will be teduced by the employment 
of homoeexualsr the Cl' image will be reduced. 

Taken together, these r11sults predict that the bonding and team-spirit 

that are essential ingredients in suc:c:essful military units and critical 

to combat .u:e less likely to exist with the presence of known 
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homosexuals, In addition, confidence in leadership and in the CF will be 

eroded by a policy that permits homosexuals to serve in the CF. Any of 

these impairments to cohesion and morale would cause personnel problems: 

taken together they constitute a serious threat to military effectiveness. 

Recruiting 

87. If the CF adopts a policy of employing homosexuals the results of 

this study predict the fallowing results: 

a. A significant segment of the Canadian population, estimated 
at up to 10,, would no longer be excluded from the recruit 
pool. 

b, There could be a significant reduction in the number of 
heterosexuals deciding to join the CF; and 

c, CF members and others who influence those considering joining 
the CF would be less likely to recommend the CF. 

If the CF employs homosexuds, the image of the CF will be reduced for 

many CF members and the canadian public, resulting in an overall 

reduction in recruiting, 

Conclusions, 

68. The results of this study suggest that the presence of known 

homosexuals in the CF will be detrimental to cohesion and orale as well 

as recruU.ing, It remains for the ctiarter T~sk Force to evaluate these 

findings along with the evidence from other sources be!ore a 

recommendation can be made trying to balance the enhancement of 

individual rights and the operational effectiveness to the CF. 
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'l'able Al 

List of Onits Involved in ATEB survey 

Land operation Onits 

le Bn Royal 22e Regiment 
2e Bn Royal 22e Regi~nt 
le Bn Royal 22e Regiment 
l Bn Royal canadian Regiment 
1 Bn Princess Patricia's canadian Light Infantry 

Airborne commando 

Royal Canadian Oragoons 
c Squadron Royal Canadian Dragoons 
Lord Strathcona's Horse (Royal Canadians) 
combat Training Center (Personnel with Regiment 
Experience) 

1 Reqt Royal canadian Horse Artillery 
3 Regt Royal canadian Horse Artillery 
Se Regiment d'artillerie legere du Canada 

combat Support and service Support 

submarines 

Se Bateillon des services des canada 
1 Field Ambulance 
1 canadian Engineer Regiment 
1 canadian Signals Regiment 
canadian Forces School of Military Engineering 

(Personnel with Engineering Experience) 

Sea Operationa 

Her Majesty's Canadian Ship Ojibwa 
Her Majesty's canadian Ship Okanagan 
Her Majesty's canadian Ship onondaga 
1st Canadian Submarine Squadron Headquarters 

(Personnel with Submarine Experience) 
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Table Al (Continued) 

aer Majesty's canadian ship Algonquin 
aer Majesty's Canadian Ship Athab4skan 
Her Majesty's canadian Ship Fraser 
Her Majesty's Canadian Ship Margaree 
Her Majesty's canadian Ship Ottawa 
Her Majesty's Canadian Ship Nipigon 
Her Majesty's canadian Ship Saguetlay 
Ber Majesty's Canadian Ship skeena 
Canadian Porces Fleet School Halifax 

(Destroyer Experience) 
Ber Majesty's canadian Ship Annapolis 
Her Majesty's Canadian Ship Nipigon 
Her Majesty's Canadian Ship Protecteur 
Maritime command Headquarters 

(Destroyer Experience) 

Her Majesty's canadian Ship Gatineau 
Ber Majesty's canadian Ship Kootenay 
Her Majesty's Canadian Ship Provider 
Her Majesty's canadian Ship Restigouche 
Her Majesty's Canadian Ship Terra Nova 
canadian Forces Pleet School Esquimalt 

(Destroyer Experience) 
Her Majesty's Canadian Ship saskatachewan 
Her Majesty's Canadian Ship Qu'appelle 

Air Operations 

Tactical Piqhter/Traininq Squadrons 
409 Tactical Pighter squadron 
421 Tactical Fighter squadron 
425 Tactical Fighter Squadron 
434 Tactical Pighter Squadron 
439 Tactical Fighter Squadron 
441 Tactical Fighter Squadron 

Anti Submarine Squadrons 
405 Maritime Patrol Squadron 
407 Maritime Patrol squadron 

Tactical Helicopter squad r ens 
406 Tactical Helicopter Squadron 
408 Tactical Helicopter Squadron 
427 Tactical Helicopter Squadron 
.447 Tactical Helicopter squadron 
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T~ble Al (Con~inued) 

Transport Squ~drons 
424 Transport Squadron 
426 Transport Squadron 
436 Transport Squadron 
437 Transport Squadron 

Bases and Isolated Units 

canadian Forces Bases including their Lodger Units 
CFB Baden 

Isolated Units 

CFB Bagotville 
CPB Chilliwack 
CPB Cold Lake 
CFB Esquilllalt 
CPB Halifax 
CFB Lahr 
CFB London 
BPC Montreal 
CFB Ottawa 
CPB Portage 
CPB Sheilrwater 
BPC St. Jean 
CPS st. Johns 

Canadian Forces 
canadian Forces 
Canadian Forces 
canadian Forces 

station .ltlert 
Station Goose say 
Station Hassett 
Station Shelburne 

Recruit and Officer candidate schools 

Recruit and Officer candidate Schools 
canadian Forces Officer candidate School Chilliwack 
Canadiiln Forces Recruit School Cornwallis 
canadian Forces Recruit School St. Jean 
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Al'TITUDES TOWARD EMPLOYMENT OF HOMOSEXUALS 
SURVEY COMPLETION INSTRUCTIONS 

[To be read by survey administrator] 

GOOD MORNING/ AFTERNOON, MY NAME IS ---------- PLE!.SE 

MAKE YOURSELF COKFOUABLE. I WILL BE CONDUCTING THE ADMINISTRATION OF 

THIS SOiiVEY AND WILL PRESENTLY PROVIDE YOU WITH INSTRUCTIONS FOR ITS 

COMPLETION. PLEASE LEAVE YOUR PENCILS ON THE DESKS FOR THE TIME BEING AND 

LISTEN TO SOME GENERAL COMMENTS AS TO \iHY THIS SURVEY IS BEING CARRIED OOT. 

TO GEl' SOME IDEA OF HOW IMPORTANT THIS SURVEY IS, I WOULD LIKE YOU 

NOW TO OPEN YOUR SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE TO THE FIRST PAGE. THERE YOU lULL 

FIND A PERSONAL REQUEST FOR YOUR COOPERATION AND ASSISTANCE SIGNED BY 

LGEN MANSON, SOON TO BE THE NEW CHIEF OF DEFENCE STAFF. PLEASE TAKE A FEW 

MOMENTS TO READ THIS LETTER. 

[Pause] 

THE CHARTER TASK FORCE HAS IDENTIFIED SEVERAL ARE.AS IN WHICH SURVEY 

RESEARCH IS IMMEDIAIELY REQUIRED TO SERVE AS A BASIS FOR POLICY 

RECOMMENDATIONS. ONE AREA IN WHICH SUCH RESEARCH IS REQUIRED CONCERNS THE 

ATTITUDES OF CF PERSONNEL TOWARD THE EMPLOYMENT OF HOMOSEXUALS. 

THE RESEARCHERS WHO DESIGNED THIS SURVEY REALIZE THAT THE ISSUE OF 

EMPLOYING HOMOSEXUALS IN THE CF IS LIKELY TO BE AN FJIDTIONA.L ONE FOR SOME 

PEOPLE. IN COMPLEI'ING THIS SURVEY AND PROVIDING WRITTEN COMMENTS ON THE 

PAGE PROVIDED, EACH INDIVIDUAL WILL HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS HIS OR 

HER PERSONAL VIEWS AND OPINIONS. 
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THE RESEARCHERS ALSO REALIZE THAT SOME OF THE QUESTIONS IN THIS 

SURVEY DEAL WITH SENSITIVE AND PERSONAL ISSUES. THEY WISH TO EMPHASIZE, 

HOWEVER., THAI SEVERAL STEPS HAVE BEEN TAKEN TO KEEP YOUR ANSWERS AlWNYMOUS 

AND TO PROTECT THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF ALL INFORMATION COllECTED. 

BEFORE I BEGIN THE INSTRUCTIONS, PLEASE ENSURE THAT YOU HAVE IN 

FRONT OF YOU A SURVEY QUESTIOifflAIR.E, AN ANSWER SHEET, A DND 322 ENVELOPE, 

AND AN HB PENCIL. IF YOU ARE HISSING ANY OF THESE ITEMS, RAISE YOUB. HAND. 

[Pause] 

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE OF THE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE AND FOLLOW THE 

INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED WHILE I READ THEM ALOUD. 

PURPOSE OF THIS SURVEY 

THIS SURVEY IS DESIGNED TO FIND OU'I '.JHAT CANADIAN FORCES (CF) 

PERSONNEL T!UNK AND FEEL ABOUT THE EMPLOYME.liT OF MALE AND FEMALE 

HOMOSEXUALS IN THE CF. THERE ARE MANY DIFFERENT AND OPPOSING POINTS OF 

VIEW ON THIS ISSUE: YOU MAY FIND YOURSELF AGREEING STRONGLY WITH SOME OF 

THE STATEMENTS IN THIS SURVEY, DISAGREEING .rusT AS STRONGLY WITH O"IHER 

STATEMENTS, AND PERHAPS BElNG UNCERTAIN ABOUT OTHERS. WHETHER YOU AGREE 

OR DISAGREE WITH ANY STA'l"EMENT, YOU CAN BE SURE THA1 MANY PEOPLE FEEL THE 

SAME AS YOU DO. THE BEST ANSWER TO EAC!i STATEMENT OR QUESTION IN THIS 

SURVEY IS YOUR HONEST, PERSONAL OPINION. 
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

THIS IS AN ANONYMOUS SURVEY. DO .!!Q! WRITE YOUR NAME OR SOCIAL 

INSURANCE NUMBER ANYWHERE ON THE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE OR ANSWER SHEET. AS 

· lNDICAl'ED IN THE INSTRUCTIONS AI THE END OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE, YOUR ANSWER 

SHEET IS TO BE RETURNED IN A SEALED ENVELOPE TO ENSURE THE CONFIDENTIALITY 

OF YOUR ANSWERS. ANSWERS WILL BE ANALYZED AND REPORTED ON BY THE CANADIAN 

PORCES PERSONNEL APPLIED RESEARCH UNIT (CFPARU) IN GROUP FORM AND WILL BE 

USED FOR RESEARCH PURPOSES ONLY. NO INDIVIDUAL DATA WILL BE RELEASED BY 

CFPA.Rtr. 

THIS IS NOT A TEST. THERE A.RL NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS. HOWEVER., 

IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT YOUR ANSWERS ACCURATELY REFLECT YOUR OWN 

FEE.LINGS, OPINIONS, AND EXPERIENCES. TRY TO BE AS HONEST AS POSSIBLE IN 

YOUR ANSWERS, ESPECIALLY ON QUESTIONS WHICH YOU MAY CONSIDER TO BE VERY 

PERSONAL OR SENSITIVE. 

TRY TO ANSWER EVERY QUESTION, EVEN IF YOU ARE NOT COMPLETELY 

CERTAIN WHICH ANSWER TO CHOOSE. HOWEVER, IF YOU FEEL YOU CANNOT ANSWER A 

QUESTION HONESTLY, LEAVE IT BLANK. 

READ ALL OF THE SPECIAL DIRECTIONS, QUESTIONS, AND RESPONSE CHOICES 

CAREFULLY. SOMETIMES OVERLOOKING EVEN ONE WORD CAN CHANGE THE MEANING OF 

A. STATEMENT. 

CHOOSE ONLY ONE ANSWER FOR EACH QUESTION AND RECORD ALL RESPONSES 

ON THE ANSWER SHEET PROVIDED. 
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USE AN EIB PENCIL ONLY. DO NOT USE INK OR BALLPOINT PENS. MAKE 

HEAVY BLACK HARKS THAT FILL THE CIRCLE COMPLETELY. ERASE COMPLETELY ANY 

ANSWER YOU WISH TO CHANGE. MAKE NO STRAY MARKS ON THE ANSWER SHEET AND 

MAKE NO HARKS lN ANY OF THE AREAS OVER-PRINTED WITH RED CROSS-HATCHING. 

CHECK FREQUENTLY TO MAKE SURE THAT THE NtJimER OF THE QUES,TION YOU 

ARE ANSWERING MATCHES THE NUMBER ON THE ANSWER SHEET. lF THESE NUMliERS DO 

NOT MA!CH, TRY TO FIND OUT WHERE 'lOU GOT OFF THE TRACK AND MAKE THE 

NECESSARY CORRECTIONS. 

WHEN YOU HAVE FL'USHED THE QUESTIONNAIRE, FOLLOW THE INSTROC'!IONS 

AT THE END CONCERN!.NG THE RETURN OF YOUR ANSWER SHEET AND mE 

QUESTIONNAIRE. TURN TO THE NE.U PAGE. 

[Proje~t Answer Sheet tTansparency on OHP and 

indicate locations of specific blocks as required] 

PART 1 - BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

FIND THE BLOCK LABELLED SEX. [Indicate location. on OHP]. BLACKEN 

mE CIRCLE CORRESPONDING TO YOUR SEX. 

[Pause] 

FIND THE BLOCK LABELLED EDUC. [Indicate location on OHP]. BLACKEN 

THE CIRCLE CORRESPONDING TO YOUR HIGHEST LEVEL OF COMPLETED EDUCATION. 

[Pause] 
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FIND THE BLOCK LABELLED YEARS OF SERVICE. [Indicate location on 

OHP). BLACKEN THE CIRCLE(S) CORRESPONDING TO YOUR YEARS OF SERVICE IN THE 

REGULAR COMPONENT OF THE CF. (IF YOU HAVE LESS THAN 10 YEARS OF SERVICE, 

USE THE RIGHT- HAND COLUMN ONLY). 

{Pause) 

FIND THE BLOCK LABELLED UIC. [Indicate location on OHP]. IN 

COLUMNS A TO D, BLACKEN THE CIRCLES CORRESPONDING TO YOUR 4-DIGIT UNIT 

IDENTIFICAIION CODE. 

{Have list of Base/Unit UICs available for reference) 

FIND THE BLOCK LABELLED HOC. (Indicate location on OHP). IF YOU 

ARE A NON-COHKISSIONED MEMBER, BLACKEN TEI:E CIRCLES IN COLUMNS E TO G 

CORRESPONDING TO YOUR 3-DIGIT HI!.lTARY OCCUPATION CODE. IF YOU ARE AN 

~· BLACKEN THE CIRCLES IN COLUMNS F AND G, CORRESPONDING TO YOUR 

2-DIGIT HILITARY OCCUPATION CODE. 

[Have list of HOCs and codes available for reference) 

FIND THE BLOCK LABELLED LANG. [Indicate location on OHP]. IF YOUR 

FIRST OFFICIAL LANGUAGE IS ~. BLACKEN THE ·o· (ZERO) IN COLUMN H. IF 

YOUR FIRST OFFICIAL LANGUAGE IS~. BLACKEN l'HE "1" (ONE) IN COLUMN H. 

[ Pause) 
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FIND THE BLOCK LABELLED RANK. [Indicate location on OHP]. IF YOU 

ARE A NON-COHXISSIONED MEMBER, BLACKEN THE CIRCLE IN COLUMN I CORRESPONDING 

TO YOUR RANK. IF YOU ARE AN ~· BLACKEN THE CIRCLE IN COLUMN J 

CORRESPONDING TO YOUR RANK. 

[Pause) 

IT SHOULD VJ<E NO LONGER THAN 1 HOUR TO COMPLETE THIS SURVEY. 

THERE IS NO TIME LlMII, BUT PLEASE WORK AS QUICICLY AS POSSIBLE. 

IF YOU HAVE A QUESTION ~ER ON OR NEED A NEW PENCIL, SIMPLY RAISE 

YOUR HAND. NOTE THAT QUESTIONS A, B, AND C ARE TO BE ANSWERED IN THE 

BLOCK LABELLED SPECIAL CODES.. [Indicate location on OHP] • 

FOR THE NUMBERED QUEStiONS, MAKE SURZ THAT YOU BEGIN WITH RESPONSE 

FIELD NUMBER 1 ON YOUR ANSWER SHEET. [Indicate location on OHP]. 

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 

[Pause] 

PLEASE BEGIN. 
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CHARTER TASK FORCE SURVEY 

Message to Survey Respondents 

I am interested in your opinions, attitudes and 

reactions on issues relating to provisions of the Canadian 

Charter of Rights and Freedoms as they apply to the 

enrolment and employment of certain groups within the CF, 

The Charter Task Force was formed to make 

recommendations to the CDS concerning the Change of CF 

policies so as to enhance individual rights and freedoms 

without adversely affecting the operational effectiveness 

of the CF. The information you give through this survey 

will provide the Charter Task Force with the essential 

scientific data they·require to carry out their mission on 

this critical issue. 

I ask that you answer, conscientiously and with 

careful attention, each item on this survey. 

P.O. Manson 
Lieutenant General 

Assistant Deputy Minister (Personnel) 

a /'information 
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CHARTER TASK FORCE SURVEY 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Purpose of this Survey 

l'hJ.s survey is designed to find out what Canadian Forces (CF) 

personnel tnink and feel about the employ.ent of male and female 

homosexuals ill the CF. There are IIUU1Y di.ffereut and opposiug points of 

view ou tMs issue: you may find yourself agree.ing strongly with aome of 

the statements in this survey, di.sagreeing just as strougly with other 

statements, and perhaps being uncertain about others. Whether you agree 

or disagree with any statement, you can be sure that aa.uy people feel the 

same as you . do. The best answer to each statement or question in this 

survey is your hone~t, personal opinion. 

General Instructions 

This is an anonllDOus survey. Do ~ write your name or social 

insurance number anywhere on the survey questionnaire or answer sheet. As 

indicated in the instructions at the end of the questionnaire, your answer 

sheet is to be returned in a sealed envelope to ensure the confidentiality 

of your answers. Answers will be anal.yzed and reported on by the Canadian 

Forces Personnel Applied Research Unit (CFPARU) in group form and will be 

used for research purposes oo.ly. No individual data will be released by 

~· 
This is not a test. There are no right or wrong answers. However, 

it is very important that your answers accurately reflect your own 

feelings, opinions, and experiences. l'ry to be as honest as possible ill 

your answers, especially on questions which you may consider to be very 

personal or sensitive. 

Act 
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Try to answer every question, even if you are not completely 

certain which answer to choose. However, if you feel you cannot ans~er a 

question honestly, leave it blank. 

Read all of the special directions, questions, and response choices 

carefully. Sometimes overlookins even one word can change the meaning of 

a statement. 

Choose only on.e answer for each question and record all responses 

on the answer sheet provided. 

Use an HB penc1l only. Do not use ink or ballpoint pens. Make 

heavy black marks that fill the circle completely. Erase completely any 

answer you wish to change. Make no stray marks on the answer sheet and 

make no marks in any of the areas over-printed with red cross-hatching. 

Check frequently to make sure that the number of the question you 

are answering matches to the number on the answer sheet. If these numbers 

do not match, try to find out where you got off the track and make the 

necessary corrections. 

Whea you have filii shed the questionnaire, follow the instructions 

at the end concerning the return of your answer sheet and the 

questionnaire. 
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PART 1 - BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Direcdous: DO NOT COMPLEl'E THIS PART UNTIL INSTRUCTED TO DO SO, 

SEX Find the block labelled SEX. Black.eu the circle corresponding to 
your sex. 

M • Hale 
F • Felll&l.e 

EDUC Find the block labelled EDUC. Using the answer key below, 
bladen the circle corresponding to your highest level of 
completed education. 

0 • Elementary 
1 • Some secondary 
2 • Secondary 
3 • Some post-secondary (no degree or diploma) 
4 • Post-secondary diploma 
5 • Bachelor's degree 
6 • Master's degree 
7 • Doctor&! degree 

YEARS OF Find the block labelled YEARS OF SERVICE. Blacken the circle(&) 
SERVICE corresponding to your years of service in the Regular compon.ent 

of the CF. (If you have less th&n 10 years of service, use the 
right-hand column ouly). 

OIC Find the block labelled UIC. In columna A to D, blacken the 
circles correspondiug to your 4-digit Unit Identification Code. 
(If you do not know your UIC, the survey administrator will 
provide this information), 

HOC Find the block labelled MDC. If you are a non-co1111llissioned 
member, blacken the circles in columns E to G corresponding to 
your 3-digit Military Occupation Code. If you are an officer, 
blacken the ci.rcles in coluams F and G, corresponding "'tt"YYiir 
2-digit Military Occupation Code. (If you do not know your MOC, 
the survey administrator will provide this information). 

LANG Find the block labelled LANG. If your first official language is 
French, blacken the "0" (:ero) iu column H. If yout first 
OffiCial language is English, blacken the "1- (one) in column H. 

• :T .. . . ' 

I . 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
[ 

[ 

[ 
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RANK Filld the block labelled RANK. If you al'e a non-c:ollllllissioned 
membeT, blacken the circle in col\llllll I corTespon.ding to your 
raDk, using the answer key on the left be.low. If you are an 
officer, blacken tbe drele in c:olUlllll J corresponding to your 
~sing the answer key on the right below. 

NCMa (Column I) Officers (Column J) 

0 • Recruit 0 - o/Cdt 
1 • Pte 1 - 2Lt 
2 • Cpl 2 - Lt 
3 • M/Cpl 3 • Capt 
4 • Sgt 4 - Maj 
5- wo 5 • LCol 
6 • HWO 6 • Col 
7 • CWO 
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PART 2 - ESTIMAXES 

Directic!lB: Find th.e block. labelled SPECIAl. CODES. Answer the following 
questions in tnls block. as directed below. 

Q A. Social researchers have estilllllted that between 4% and 10% of the 
tot.a.l male and female Canadian population is homosexual. Public 
op1D1on polls have esti.JIIated that about 14% of the population is 
homoseiWLJ.. What percentage of the total male and female Canadian 
population do you think is h0111ose%U&l? 

Answer tiU.a qu.estion in colwms K and L: 

- if your estimate is a single-digit number (for example, &%), 
blacken the Bingle digit (for example, 6) 1n column L. 

- if your estimate is a two-digit number (for ezample, 34%), blacken 
the first digit (for example, 3) in column K and the second digit 
(for example, 4) in column L. 

Q B. Do you think there are people now serving in the Canadian Forces who 
are homosexua17 

Answer this question in colUIIIU N: 

- if your answer is "No", blackeD the "0" (zero) i:n colUIIID N (SKIP 
QUESTION C) • 

- 1£ your answer is "Yes", blackeD the "1" (one) in column N (ANSWER 
QUESTION C). 

Q C. What percentage of Canadian Forces male and female servicemembers do 
you think is homosexual? 

Answer this question in columns 0 and P: 

- if · your esti~~~&te is a single-digit n!UIIber (for eumple, 6%), 
blacken the ai:ngle digit (for ezample, 6) in column P. 

-if your estimate is a two-digit number (for example, 34%), blacken 
the fint digit (for example, 3) in column 0 and the second digit 
(for example, 4) in column P. 

s a /'information 
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PART 3 - ENROLMENT INTENTIONS 

Directious: In this part of the questionnaire, we would like you, as a 
recent enrollee, to consider what your intentions would have 
been if a policy permitting the enrolment of homoseruals had 
been in place at the time you joined the Canadiau Forces. 

Hake sure that the nlllllber of the stat ement or ques t ion you 
are answering corresponds to the number on your answer 
sheet. For each statement or question, choose the one 
letter, from those listed, that best represents your ansUr 
and blacken the co-rresponding circle on your answer sheet . 
BEGIN WITH RESPONSE FIELD NUMBER 1 ON YOUR ANSWER SKEET. 

1. The reasons people give for joining the CF are usually related to 
opportunities for learning a trade or sk111, travel and adventure, a 
regular job, service to country, and so on. Ill comparisou to the 
reasons ~ had for joluing the CF, bow 118po-rtant would lt have been 
to your decision to enrol if the CF bad a policy permitting the 
eurolmeut of homosexuals? 

A 

Very 
Important 

8 

Moderately 
Important 

c 

Unsure 

D 

Modera t ely 
Unimportant 

E 

Not at All 
Important 

2. If, at the time you enrolled, the CF had a policy which perllli tted 
the enrolment of homosexuals, how likely ls it that you would have 
joined the CF7 

A 

Very 
Likely 

B 

Somewhat 
IJ.kely 

c 

Unsure 

D 

Somewhat 
Unlikely 

E 

Very 
Uul.ikely 

a /'information 
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PART 4 - Al'TITUDE SCALE (HALE) 

Directions: The following atate•ents e%Jireas opinions, beliefs, and 
fee~in8a different people have about ,!!!! homosexuality and 
Jaal.e homoaezuala. We would like to learn about your own 
attitudes. ludieate how •uch you agree or disagree with each 
stat11111ent uaiug the following seale: 

A 

Strongly 
Agree 

B 

Moderately 
Agree 

c 

Neither Agree 
Nor Disagree 

D 

Moderately 
Disagree 

E 

Strongly 
Disagree 

For each statement, choose the one letter from the box above 
that beat repreaents your own view, and blacken the 
corresponding circle on the answer sheet. Blacken only ~ 
choice for each statement. Make sure you read every word of 
each statement. 

3. Male homosexuals should be allowed to organize groups for social and 
recreational purposes. 

4. Ma.le homosexual! ty is iiDIIIoral. 

5. Male homosexuals need psychological treatment. 

6. Male homosexuals should be accepted into our society. 

7. Hale homosexuals should be allowed to dance with each other in public 
places. 

8. 1 believe that male ho•osexuals should be confined and not released 
until cured. 

9. Male homosexuality abould be a criminal offense. 

10, Male homosexuals are generally !!lore feminine than male he terosexuala. 

ll. I can hardly imagine ~ayse.l! having a cloee friendship with a male 
homosexual. 
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A 

Sttongly 
A&;ree 

B 

Moderately 
Agree 

-71-

c 

Neither Agree 
Nor Disagree 

D 

Moderately 
Disagree 

12. I would not wish for ~e homosezuals to live near me. 

E 

Strongly 
Disagree 

13. There is notlling i111111oral about a loving, respectful, male homosexual 
relationship. 

14. Male homosexuality should not be condemned. 

15. Male homosexuality should be erased for the good of society. 

16. Male homosexuality is a sickness. 

17. Homosexual behaviour between men is just plain wrong. 

l8. Hale homoseruals should be given social equality. 

19. It is often easy to identify a male homosexual by his appearance and 
maunerisms. 

20. If a male homosexual approached me in public, I would be disgusted. 

21. You can often tell a male homosexual by the clothes he wears. 

22. Male homosexuals sllould stay in tile closet and not flaunt their 
deviance. 

23. Male bomoaezuality is wrong under all circumstances. 

24. Mal.e homosexuals sllould be allowed to organize in order to try to 
obtain the c~vil rights they feel they are de~ed. 

25. Male nomosexuals are psychologically disturbed. 

26. I would enjoy the company of male homosexuals. 

27, Male homosexuals should seek psycl:tiatric help in order to become 
adjusted to a normal sex life. 

28. Many male homosexuals are easy to identify because of the way they 
walk and talk, and so forth. 

29. It is a sin for two men to have sex with each other. 
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A 

Strongly 
Agree 

B 

Moderately 
Agree 

c 

Neither Agree 
Nor Disagree 

Document disclosed under the Access 
Document divulgue en vertu de Ia Loi sur I 

D 

Moderately 
Disagree 

E 

Strongly 
Disagree 

30. It would be upsetting for me to find out I vas alone with a male 
homosexual. 

31. Male homoae%U&ls often take on feainine characteristics. 

32. Male homose%U&lity should be seen as an ~otional d~aturbauce. 
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PART 5 - ATTITUDE SCALE (FEMALE) 

Directions: The following statements express different opinions, beliefs, 
and feelings different people have about female homoseruality 
and fe~~~~~le homoseruala. We would like to learu about your 
own attitudes. Indicate how much you agree or disagree with 
each statem.ent using the following scale: 

A 

Strongly 
Agree 

B 

Moderately 
Agree 

c 

Neither Agree 
Nor Disagree 

D 

Moderately 
Disagree 

E 

Strongly 
Disagree 

For each statement, choose the one letter from tl:ae box above 
tl:ast best represents your o.;n view, and blacken the 
corresponding circle on the answer sheet. Blacken only one 
choice for each statement. Make sure you read every word-of 
each stateaeut. 

33. Female homoseruals !ll:aould be allowed to organize groups for social 
and recreational purposes. 

34. Female homosexuality is immoral. 

35. Female hom.oserua.ls need psychological treatment. 

36. Female homosexuals should be accepted into our society. 

37. Female homosexuals should be allowed to dance with each other in 
public places. 

38. I believe that female homosexuals should be confined and not released 
until cured. 

39. Female homoseruality should be a criminal offense. 

40. Female homosexuals are generally more masculine than female 
heterosexuals. 

41. I can hardly imagine myself having a close friendship with a female 
homoseJtUS.l.. 

42. I would not wish for female ho~oseruals to live near me. 

43. There is !lOthing immoral about. a loving, respectful, felll!lle 
homose~l relatio!lship. 
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A 

Strongly 
Agree 

B 

Moderately 
Agree 

c 

Neither Agree 
Nor Disagree 

44. Female homosexuality should not be condemned. 

D 

Moderately 
Diaagree 

E 

Strongly 
Disagree 

45. Female homosexuality should be erased for the good of society. 

46. Female homosezuality is a 1icknesa. 

47. Homoserual behaviour between women is juet plain wrong. 

48. Female holllOaeruals should be given social equality. 

49. It is often easy to identify a female ilo11osezual by her appearance 
and IN1lll8risu. 

50. If a f~le homosexual approached me in public, I would be disgusted. 

51. You can often tell a female homosexual by the clothes she wears. 

52. Female homose%\lals should stay in the closet and not flaunt their 
deviance. 

53. Female homosexuality is wrong under all circumstances. 

54. Female homosexuals should be allowed to organi.ze in order to try to 
obtain the civil right• they feel. they are denied, 

55. Female homosexuals are psychologically disturbed. 

56. I would enjoy the company of f~le homosexuals. 

57. Female homosexuals should seek psych.iatrie help in order to become 
adjusted to a normal sez life. 

58. Many f~le homoseruals are easy to identify because of the way they 
walk ~md talk, and so forth. 

59. It is a sin for two women to have sex with each other. 

60. It would be upsetting for me to find out I was alone with a female 
homoserual. 

61. Female homosexuals often take on masculine characteristics. 

62. Female homosexuality should be seen as an emotional disturbance. 

a l'infomation 
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PART 6 - OPINIONS 

Directions: The following statements express opiuious and beliefs about 
what might happen if male and female homosexuals are employed 
in the CF. We would like to leam about your own opiuious. 
Indicate how much you agree or disagree with each statement 
usiug the following scale: 

A c D E 

Strongly 
Agree 

Moderately 
Agree 

Neith.er Agree 
Nor Disagree 

Moderately 
Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

For each statement, choose the one letter from the boz above 
that best represents yo11r ;;Q view, and blacken the 
corresponding circle on the answer sheet. Blacken only one 
choice for each statement. Make sure you read every word-of 
each statement. 

63. Female homoserual servicemembers would he no more likely to be 
security risks than heterosexual servicemembers. 

64. Male homosexual servicemembers would be no more likely to be security 
risks than heteroserual servicemembers. 

65. If homosezu.als were enrolled in the CF, heterosexual servicemembers 
would verbally harass known female homosexual servicemembers. 

66. If homoseruals were anrolled in the CF. heterose:EUal servicemembers 
would verbally harass known male homoserual servicemembers. 

67. The sexual desires of female homosexual servicemembers would no more 
interfere with their work effectiveness than would the sexual desires 
of female heteroserual servicemembers. 

68. The sexual desires of male homoserual servlcemembers would no more 
interfere with their work effectiveness' than would the se%U&l desires 
of male heterosexual serviceme~bers. 

69. If homosexuals were enrolled in the CF, there would be physical 
violence between ku.own felliRle homoseZil&l servicemembers and 
heterosexual service.embers. 

70. If homose:ru.als were enrolled in the CF, there would be physical 
violence between known male homosexual serv1cemembers and 
heterosexual servicemembers. 

a /'information 
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Strongly 
Agree 

B 

Moderately 
Agree 
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c 

Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 

D 

Moderately 
Di.aagree 

E 

Strongly 
Disagree 

71. If homose%\l&ls were enrolled in the CF, heteroseJ:Ual servicemembers 
would refuse to aaaociata with known fell&l.e homosexual servicemembers. 

72. If homosexuals were enrolled 1n the CF, heterosexual servicemembera 
would refuse to associate with known male homoae%U&l aervicemembers. 

Directions: For each of the following statements or questions, choose the 
one letter, from those listed, that best represents your 
wwer and blacken the corresponding circle on your ansver 
sheet. 

73. If homosexuals are penaitted to serve in the military, what effect 
would this have on your recoiiiiD.endation to a friend or family member 
considering joining the Canadian Forces? 

A. I would be more likely to recommend joining the Forces 
B. I would be less likely to recommend joining the Forces 
C. My recommendation on joining would not be affected 

74. Do you feel that the employment of homosexuals in the Canadian Forces 
would: 

A. greatly increase the Forces' effectiveness 
B. somewhat increase the Forces' effectiveness 
C. have no influence on the Forces' effectiveness 
D. somewhat decrease the Forces' effectiveness 
E. greatly decrease the Forces' effectiveness 

75. If known homosexuals were enrolled in the CF, the effect on the 
sexual orientation of heteroserual service personnel would be: 

A. many heterose%\lAl.s would become homosexuals 
B. some heterosexuals would become homosexuals 
C. a few heterosexuals would become homosexuals 
D. almost no heterosexuals would become homosexuals 
E. no heterosexuals would become homosexuals; that is, there would 

be no effect on heteroaezuals 
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76. I! known homosl!%\l8l.s were enrolled in the CF, the effect on the 
serual orientation of homosexual service personnel enrolled would be: 

A. ~~any homoseruals would become heterosexuals 
B. some homosexuals would become heteroaezuals 
c. a few homoseruala would become heterosexuals 
D. almost no bomoaexuals would become heterose~a 
E. no homosexuals would become heterosexuals; that is, there would 

be no effect on homosexuals 

77, How much do you know about existing CF policies on harassment? 

A. a lot 
B, quite a bit 
c. very little 
D. nothing 

78. If homosexuals are allowed to serve in the CF, how confident are you 
that existing .policies would protect heterosexuals from harassment by 
homosezuala? 

A. very confident 
B. confident 
C. uusurl!' 
D. doubtful 
E. very doubtful 

79. If homoseruals are allowed to serve in the CF, how confident are you 
that e:tistiag policies would protect homosexuals from harassment by 
heteroseJ:Uils? 

A.. very confident 
B. confident 
C. UD.aure 
D. doubtful 
E, very doubtful 
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fART 7 - REACTIONS 

Directions: Tbe followi.ng statements describe situations wb.ich involve 
workillg and living with homose%Uals. We would like to mow 
what your reactions woW.d be to these situations. Indicate 
your reaction to each situation using the following sc.ale: 

A B c D 

Willingly 
Accept 

Accept frotest Refuse 

For each statement, choose the one letter 
that beat represents your own view. 
corresponding ci rc.le on the auawer sheet. 
choice for each statement. Hake sure you 
each statement. 

E 

Don't Know 

from the box above 
and blacken the 
Blacken o:o.ly one 

read every word-of 

If homosexuals are allowed t~ serve in the CF, my reaction to: 

80, having a known male homosexual aa my co-worker 

81. having a known female homose~ as my co-worker 

82. being supervised by a known IU.le homoseXWI.l 

83. being supervised by a known feGiale homosexual 

84. supervising a known male homosexual 

85. supervisi~ a ltn.own female homosexual 

If homosexuals are allowed to serve in the CF, my reaction to being 
required to: 

86. share mess facilities with same-sex heterosexuals 

87. share mess facilities with same-sex known homosexuals 

88. share a gymn.asi\PII change-room with same-sex heterosexuals 

89. share a gymnasium change-room with same-sex known homosexuals 
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A B c D E 

Will.in&ly 
Accept 

Accept Protest Refuse Don't Know 

If homosexuals are allowed to serve in the CF, my reaction to being 
required to: 

90. work alone (for eu ple, in an office, co11111111nd post, vehicle, 
trench) with &Wile-sex heterosexuals 

91. work alone (for exa~~~ple, in au office, co111111and post, vehicle, 
trench) with same-sex kuowu homosexuals 

92. share shower facilities with same-au heterosexuals 

93. share shower facilities with sam-es: knowu homose%Uals 

94. share toilet facilities with same-sex heterosexuals 

95. · share toilet facilities with same-sez known homosexuals 

9o. play on a Unit/Base sports team with same-se.x heterosexuals 

97. play on a Unit/Base sports team with same-sex known homosexuals 

98. share sleeping accommodations (for example, room in quarters, 
tent, mess ueck) with same-sex heterosexuals 

99. share sleepia.g accommodations (for example, room in quarter.&, 
tent, mess deck) with same-sex known homosexuals 

If I needed a blood transfusion, my reaction to being required to: 

100. receive a blood transfusion from a ~e heterosexual 

TURN TO SIDE 2 OF YOUR ANSWER SHEET 

101. receive a blood transfusion from a female heterosexual 

102. receive a blood transfusion from a male homosexual 

103. receive a blood transfusion from a female homos.erual 
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PART 8 - GENERAL A'l"l'ITUDES 

Directions: The following statements express reactions of different 
feelings different people have about social issues. We would 
like to learn about your ovn attitudes. Indicate how much 
you agree or disagree with each statement using the following 
se&le: 

A B c D E 

Strongly 
Agree 

Moderately 
Agree 

Neither Agree 
Nor Disagree 

Moderately 
Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

For each statement, choose the one letter from the box above 
that beat represents your own view, and blacken the 
corresponding circle on the answer sheet. Blacken only one 
choice for each statement. Make sure you read every word-of 
each statement. 

104. No sane, normal, decent person would ever think of hurting a close 
friend or relative. 

~05. Many of the radical ideas of today will become the accepted beliefs 
and practices of tomorrow. 

106. Young people sometimes get rebellious ideas but as they grow up they 
ought to get over them and settle down. 

107. People who want to whip or imprison sex criminals are themselves 
sick.. 

108. Sex crimes, such as rape and attacks on children, deserve more than 
mere imprisonment; such criminals ought to be publicly whipped or 
worse. 

109. It's all right for people to ask questions about even the most 
personal and private matters. 

110. Obedience ana respect for authority are the most important virtues 
cnildren should learn. 

111. Insults to our honour are not a.lways important enough tCl. bother 
about. 
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A 

Strongly 
Agree 

B 

ciodera.te.ly 
Agree 
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c 

Neither Agree 
Nor Disagree 

D 

Moderately 
Disagree 

E 

Strongly 
Disagree 

1.12. Se:z: crimes, such as rape aud attacks on children, are signs of ment.al 
illness; such people belong in hospitals rather than in prison. 

113. What youth need most is strict discipline, rugged determdnation, and 
the will to work for family aud country. 

114. There is hardly anything lower than a person who does not feel great 
love, gratitude, and respect for his parents. 

llS. Host honest people admit to themselves that they have sometimes hat,ed 
their parents. 
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PART 9 - CONtACT 

Directions. In tMa part of the queatiounaire, we are interested in 
learning about the extent to which CF personnel have been 
arpoaed to information about homosexuality or have had 
contact with homosexual.&. We realize that some people may 
consider some of the questions to be personal. If the 
an&wera to these questions were not important to our research 
or 1£ there were another way to obtain the information, we 
would not have uked. We hope you can understand tMs and 
w1.ll respond accordingly. We would also like to remind you 
of the steps we have taken to protect the confidentiality of 
your answers. 

For ~::b statement or questi011, choose the one letter, from 
those listed, that beat represents your~xperience and 
blacken the corresponding circle on the answer sheet. 

116. In the past year, have you seen any TV programs or read any 
newspaper/magaz.iae articles w!dcb dealt in some way with male or 
female homosexuality? 

A. No (IF YOU ANSWER "No", SKIP QUES!IONS 117 AND 118; GO TO 
QUESTION 119) 

B • . Yes (IF YOU ANSWER "Yes", GO TO QUESTION 117) 

117. Overall, bow would you describe the impressions you formed of ule 
homosexuals as a result of tbis information? 

A. Very positive 
B. Mostly positive 
c. Neutral 
D. Mostly negative 
E. Very negative 

118. Overall, bow would you describe the impressions you formed of female 
homosexual.s a.s a result of tMs information? 

A. Very posi:1ve 
B. Mostly positive 
C. Neutral 
D. Mostly negative 
E. Very negative 

119. Do you know, or have you ever known, a male homoserual (for example, 
relative, friend, or person at work)? 

A. No (IF YOUR ANSWER "No", SKIP QUESTION 120; GO TO QUESTION 121) 
B. Yes (IP YOU ANSWER "Yes", GO TO QUESTION 120) 
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110. Overall, bow would you describe your relationship(a) with this 
person or these peraons? 

A. Very positive 
B. Mostly positive 
C. Neutral 
D. Mostly negative 
£. Very negative 

121. Do you know, or have you ever known, a feaale homose%Ual (for 
!!%ample, relative, friend, or person at work7 

A. No (If YOU ANSWER "No", SKIP QUESTION 122; GO TO QUESTION 123) 
B. Yes (IF YOU ANSWER "Yes", GO TO QUESTION 122) 

112. Overall, how would you describe your rel.ationship(s) with this 
person or these persons? 

A. Very positive 
B. Mostly positive 
c. Neutral 
D. Mostly negative 
E. Very negative 

123. What is your own sexual orientation? 

A. Exclusively heterosexual 
B. Predominantly heterosexual, but I am also sometimes attracted to 

members of my own ae% 
C. Bisexual; I am equally attracted to both men and women 
D. Predominantly homosexual, but I am also sometimes attracted to 

members of the opposite sex 
E. Exclusively homosexual 
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FINAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Use the space below. for any coDillenta you wish to offer on issues raised in 
this survey. If you make any writ ten co11111ents, ple.aae de tach this pase 
from the questionnaire. Insert the page with your written comments, and 
your answer sheet. in the envelope provided. Do not insert the 
questionnaire. Seal. the envelope. B.eturu your questioun.aire and the 
sealed envelope to the survey administrator. the administ-rator will 
return the~ envelope to CFPAR.U. 

Please do not discuss the contenta of this questioun.aire with other 
persoD.Ilel on your B.ase until after the administration of this survey has 
been completed for your Base, 

COMMENTS 

Directions: WRITE IN YOUR UIC: 
Do not write your name, SIN, or other identifying information 
on this page. 

(Use back if necessary) 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION AND ASSISTANCE 
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SONDAGE D'OPINION DU GROUPE DE TRAVAIL 
SUR. LA CHAR.IE 

(AIEH-RECRUES) 

a /'information 
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SONDAGE D'OPINION A L'INTENTION DU 
GROUPE DE TRAVAIL SUR LA CHARTE 

Message aux personnes qui repondront au questionnaire 

Je desire connaitre vos opinions, attitudes et 

react ions A l'egard de certaines questions visees par la 

Charte canadienne des droits et libertes, dans la mesure 

ou elles touchent l 'enrolement et l'emploi de certains 

groupes de personnes dans les Forces canadiennes. 

Le Groupe de travail sur la Charte a ete charge de 

formuler des recommendations au CEO pour ce qui est des 

changem~nts qui pourraient etre apportes aux !ignes de 

conduite des FC afin de rehausser les droits et libertes 

individuelles sans toutefois nuire a l'efficacite des FC. 

Les renseignements que vous fournirez dans le cadre de ce 

sondage d'opinion procureront au Groupe de travail sur la 

Charte les donnees scientifiques dont il a besoin pour 

accomplir son mandat de la plus haute importance. 

vous etes pries de repondre consciencieusement et 

minutieusement a chacune des questions. 

Le Sous-ministre adjoint(Personnel) 
Le lieutenant-general P.O. Manson 
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SONDAGE D 'OPINION DU GROUPE DE TRAVAIL SUR lA CHARTE 

DIRECTIVES 

Objet du prEsent sondage 

Le pr«isent s.;.;;.dage vise ll recue1111r des donn«ies sur ce que le 

personnel des Forces canadiennes pense et res sent a 1' !gard de 1' emploi 

d 'homosexuels (de se:r;e masculin et fllllinin) dans les FC. Lea points de 

vue sont no11breu:r; et mbe divergent&: vous serez peut-!tre fortement 

d'accord avec certaius enonc~s dq sondage, tout auss1 fortement en 

d!saccord avec d'autres, et peut-Atre incerta1n(e) dans d'autres cas. Que 

vous soyez d'accord ou non avec les Enoncl!s, voWI pouvez l!tre certain(e) 

que de nombreuses personnes pensent co-e vous. La meilleure fsc;on de 

rl!pondre ! chaq ue Enouel! ou question du sondage. est d 'e.:r;primer en toute 

honn!tetl! votre opinion personnelle. 

Instructions g«iu«irales 

Le sondage est anonyme. N' Ecrivez !!!_ votre nom n1 votre nWDEro 

d' assurance soc.iale sur le questionnaire ou sur la feu1lle de rl!ponses. 

Comme l'indiquent lea instructions ! la fin du questionnaire, vous devez 

retourner la feuille de rl!ponses dans une enveloppe scellEe. Cette 

procEdure assurera la conf1dential1t! de vos rl!ponses. L'I.JnitE de 

recherch.es psyehotechn.iques des Forces canadiennes (1 'URPPC) analysera les 

donn.les en se limie8J1t .l des Evaluations de groupe; lea donnEes 

recueillies ne aeront ueilisles qu' ll. des fins de recherche. L 'URl'PC ne 

diffusers aucune donnie 1ndividuelle. 

Ceci n'est pas un test. ll n'y a n1 bonne n1 mauvaise r!ponse. 

Cepeudant, il est tr!s imporeant que vos rlponses correspondent exactement 
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A vos sentiments, il vos opinions, et l vos expEriences. Essayez de 

rfpondre auss1 noanltement que possible, surtout au quest1o11.8 que vous 

pourre:z: trouver tri!s persoanelles ou ~llc:ates. 

Easayez de rEpondre l ehaque question, mime si vous n'~tes pas tout A 

fait certain(e) de la rllponse qui vous CDDvient le llliellll:. Si toutefois 

vous trouve:z: que vous ne pouvez tout s111.plear.ent pas -r!pondre en toute 

honn~tetll l une question, laissez uu blanc. 

Lise:z: attentivement toutes lea directives, toutes lea questious, et 

tous les choix de rllpouse possibles. L'om1ss1on d'un seul mot, parfois, 

peut cb.anger la si@Uification d' un !none!. 

Ne choisissez qu'une r!po11.8e par question et inl!crivez toutes les 

r!ponses sur la feuille qui vous est fouruie. 

Utilisez seulear.ent un crayon HB. N'utiliser. aucun stylo. Noircissez 

.le cerc.le en entier. Si vous d!sirez changer une r!pouse, effac:ez-la 

compli!tement. Ne faites auc:une autre marque aur la feuille de r!ponses, 

n1 dans lea zones o~ des hachures crois!es rouges ont !t! surimprim!es. 

V~rifiez r!gul1lre11ent si le numliro de la question .1l laquelle vous 

rl!.pondez correspond bien au num!ro de la feuille de rEpouses. Si lea 

n~ros ne correspondent pas, essayez de trouver on vous avez fait 

l'erreur et apportez les corrections n6cessaires. 

Lorsque vous aurez termin4!, suivez lea instructiou a la fin tiu 

questionnaire sur l.& fa~;ou de retourner la feuille tie r6ponsea et le 

questionnaire. 
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PARTIE 1 - RENSElGNEMENTS DE BASE 

Directives: NE REMPLISSEZ PAS CETIE PARTIE AVANT QU'ON NE VOUS LE DEMANDE. 

SEXE Trouvez la section la section portant le titre SEX. Noirciasez 
le cercle qui correspond l votre aexe. 

M • Masculln 
F • Fl!minin 

EDUC Trouvez la section portant le titre EDUC. Noirciaaez le cercle 
correapon<ia.D.t au plus haut uiveau de scolaritl! que vous avez 
atteint, l l'aide des chiffrea suivants. 

ANNEES DE 
SERVICE 

CIU 

CEM 

LANGUE 

0 • Miveau priaaire 
1 • Quelques ann!es secondaire& 
2 • DiplOme d'l!tudea aecondaires 
3 • Nive:u postaecondaire (aucun diplOme) 
4 • DiplOme d'l!tudes poatsecondairea 
5 • Ba.ccalaurb.t 
!i • Mattrise 
7 • Doctorat 

trouvez la section portant le titre ANNEES DE SERVICE. 
Noirciaaez le(a) cercle(s) correspondent l vos annl!es de 
service dana la Foree rl!guli~re. (51 vous comptez mains de ~1x 
ana de service, utilisez la colonne de droite seulement.) 

Trouvez la section portant le titre CIU. Dans lea colonnes A l 
D, noircissez lea eercles qui correspondent A votre Code 
Tquatre ehiffres) d'identifieation d'uuitl. (Si voua ne 
connaiasez pas votre CIU, le reaponaable de ce aondage vous 
procurers eette information.) 

Trouvez la section port ant le titre CEM. S1 vous !tea me111bre 
du peraonne.l non off icier, noireiaaez lea cerclea dans lea 
colonnes E A G qui correspondent. l votre Code d' emploi 
militaire (trois chiffres). Si voua At.es officier, noircisaez 
lea cercles dans lea colonnea F et. G qui correspondent l votre 
code d'emploi s~itaire (deux chiffres). (51 vous ne connaisez 
pas votre code de ~tier ou de classification, le responaable 
de ce aondage voua procurers cette information.) 

Trouvez la section portant le titre LANG. Si votre premiAre 
langue ::!fic.ielle est le fr&n£!1s, uoirciasez le "0" (z~ro) 
dans la coloune H. Si votre premilre langue officielle est 
l'aoglais, noirc.issez le "1" (un) dans la colonne a. 
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Trouve~ la section portant le titre GRADE. Si vous f.tes mem.bre 
du personnel non offic:ier, noirc1ssez le cercle de la colonne I 
qu.t cortespoud. il votre grade, conform&lent awt codes que vous 
trouverez il la colonne de gauche ci-dessous. Si vous !tea 
officier, noircissez le cercle de la colonne J qui correspond A 
votre grade' a 1' aide d.es codes donnE.s l la colouoe de droi te 
c1-4essous. 

Personnel nan officier (coloune I) 

0 • R.eerue 

Off.tciers (colonne J) 

0 • Elof 
1 • Second Lt 
2 • Lt 
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PARTIE 2 - ESTIMATIONS 

Directives: Trouvez la section intitW.Ee •sPECIAL CODES". R!pondez au:z: 
questions aous eette section, comme il est indiqu! ei-dessoua. 

Q A. D1aprl!s des !tudes aociologiques, on estime qu'environ 4% h 10% de 
!'ensemble de la popW,ation eanadienne (de se:z:e .asculin et fl!minin) 
est homose.xuelle. · Par centre, se.lon diffErent& sondages d 'opinion 
publique, 14% environ de la population serait homoseruelle. A votre 
avis, que.! pourcentage de 1' ensemble de la population canadienu.e 
pourrait-on qua.lifier d'homosezuels1 

Rl!pondez l la question dans lea eolonnes K et L: 

- si votre estimation est un numl!ro d'un seul chiffre (par e:z:emple, 
6%), noircissez le chiffre donn! (par ezemple, 6) dans la 
eolonne L. 

- si votre estimation est un nua!ro de deuz chiffres {par esemple, 
34%), noirciasez le preaier chiffre (par e:z:emple, 3) dans la 
coloune K et le second (par exemple, 4) dans la colonne L. 

Q B. Pensez-voua qu 'i.l y a des personnes parmi lea membres actuels des 
Forces canadiennes que l'on pourrait qualifier d'homoseruel.les? 

Rl!pondez ! la question dans la colonne N: 

- si votre r!ponse est ··non", nolrcissez le "0" (z!ro) dans la 
col.onne N (SAUTEZ LA QUESTION C). 

- si votre r!ponse est "out•, noircissez le "1" (un) dans l.a 
colonne N {REPONDEZ A LA QUESTION C). 

Q C. A votre avis, quel pourcentage des membres qasculins et f~inins des 
Forces canadiennes pourrait-on qualifier d'bomosexuels? 

R~poudre ~ la question dans lea eolonnes 0 et P: 

- si votre estimation est un n~ro d'un seul chiffre (par exemple, 
6%), noircissez le chiffre donnAe (par exemple, 6) dans la 
colonne P. 

- si votre estimation est un numAro de deux chiffres (par esemple, 
34%}, noircissez l.e premier chiffre (par ex.emple, 3) dans la 
colonne 0 et le second {par esemple, 4) dans 1a eolonne P. 

a f'infonmation 
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Document disclosed under the ccess 
Document divulgue en vertu de Ia Loi sur I 

PARTIE 3 - PROJETS D' ENROLDIENT 

Direct1. ves: Dans cette partie du ques tio~~Daire, no us aimerioDS que vous, 
en taut que nouveau (nouvelle) venu(e) dans lea Forces, 
pr6cia1ez guelles auraient 6d voa intentiona si une 
pol1t1que permettant l'en~lement d'homoaezuela avait lt6 en 
vigueur au moment on vous voua etea eugag6(e) dans lea Forces 
c:a.nadiennes. 

Aasurez-vous que 1'6uonc6 ou l.a questiou auquel voua r6pondez 
correspond bien au nWDI!!ro de question sur la feu1lle de 
rEponses. A chacune des questions ci-aprh, choiaiasez la 
lettre qui correspond le .teux 1 votre point de vue et 
noircissez le cercle appropr16 sur la feuille de r6ponses. 
COMMENCEZ AU NUMERO 1 DE VOTRE FEUILLE DE REPONSES. 

1. Les raisons 4ue 1' ou doiiile pour a' eurOler dans lea FC sont 
hab1tuellemant 116ea ! la poaa1b111t6 d'apprendre un mltier ou 
d'acqu6.r1r une ap6c1al1sat1on, de voyager, de vivre des aveutures, 
d' obteuir un emploi stable, de aervir sou paye, et ains1 de suite. 
Par comparaison auz raisons qui vous out 1ucit6(e) l vous jaindre aux 
FC, dans quelle mesure aurait-11 l!t6 important que lea FC alent 
adopt£ une politique permettant l'enrOlement d'homoseruels? 

A 

'Iri!B 
important 

B 

Paasablement 
important 

c 

Incertain(e) 

D 

Peu 
important 

E 

Nullement 
important 

2. Si, au mom.eut oil vous vous l!tes enrOl,(e), la politique des PC avait 
(It!§ de permettre 1' en~lement d 'bomoae%\lels, dans que lie mesure 
est-11 probable que vous vous seriez joint(e) auz FC? 

A 

Trl!;s 
probable 

B 

Assez 
probable 

c 

Incerta1n(e) 

D 

Assez peu 
probable 

E 

Tri!s peu 
probable 

Act 
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PARTIE 4 - ECHELLE D'ATTITUDES (HOMME) 

Directives: Lea !nouc~s ci-apr~s expriment des opinions, des croyances et 
des sentiments que diff~rentes peraonnes entretiennent l 
1' ~gard de 1 'homosuuali t~ masculine e t des homosemels (de 
aexe maaculln). Nous aillerions couna!:tre votre point de 
vue. Indiquez: daus queUe 111esure vos I! tea d' accord ou non 
avec cbaque !noncl! en vous servant de !'!chelle suivante: 

I I 
I A B c D E I 
I I 
IFortement Mod~r!ment Ni en accord ModEr~ent Fortement I 
ld'accord d'accord ni en d!saccord en dl!saccord en dl!saccordl 

'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------' 
Pour chacun des l!noucl!s, choisissez la lettre ~ui correspond 
le mieuz 1 votre point de vue el: noircissez le cercle 
appropril sur la feuille de rl!ponses. Ne aoircissez qu •un 
seul choix par -lnonc:l!. Preaez soia de lire attentivemeut 
ChiQue mot de l'~noncl. 

3. Lea homoaenels de sexe masculin devraient a voir le droit de se 
former des groupes 1 des fins sociales et r6crEat1vea. 

4. L'bomosexualitE masculine est !.morale. 

5. Les homosemels de sexe lllllsculin ont besoin de traitement psycb.o
logique. 

o. Lea b.omosemels de seze masculin devraient ltre acceptls par la 
societl!!. 

7. Les homosaxuels de sexe masc:ulin devraient a voir le droit de danser 
ensemble dans les lielllt publics. 

8. Je pense que lea bomosexuels de sexe masculin devraient @tre enfer.!s 
et n'l!tre ll~r~s qu'.une fois gw!:ris. 

9. L'homoseltllalit! masculine devrait ltre une infraction criminelle. 

10. Les hollloseli:Uels de sexe masculin out gl~ralement une allure plus 
fEminine que les htt!roseltllels de sex!'! masculln. 

a /'information 
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I I 
I A B c D E I 
I I 
IFort~nt ModErEaent Ni en accord Hod!r~ent Fortemenr I 
ld'accord d'accord n1 en d~aaccord en dEsaccord en dEsaccordl 1 __________________________________________________ 1 

ll. J'ai du IU..l. l a'illlaginer oltablisaant une relation d'aaitU Etroite 
avec un h0111oaexuel. 

12. Je n'aiaera1s pas que des homoaexuela de aexe masculin habitent pr~s 
de chez 1110!. 

13. ll n'y a rien d'illlmoral 1l une relation homosexuelle affectueuse et 
respectueuae entre ho ea. 

14. L'homose;malltl masculine ne devrair pas erre condaliilEe. 

15. L'homoaexualit! masculine devrait ltre Eliminfe pour le bien de toute 
la sod.l!tE. 

16. L'bomoaexualitE masculine est une mal&die. 

17. Un comportement homoaezuel entre hommes est tout l fait inacceptable. 

18. Lea homosexuela de aexe masculin devra1ent Atre traitEa avec !quit! 
dans la soci!t!. 

19. 11 eat aouvent facile de reconnattre un bomosexuel A son apparenee et 
.I sea mani!rea. 

20. Si un homosexual m'approchait en public, je serais dl!goRt!(e). 

21. On peu t souvent reconnat tre un homosexuel l son habillement. 

22. Lea homosexuels de aexe maacu.lin devraiet.t dl!llleurer discrete et ue 
pas afficher leur perversion. 

23. L'llomose.xualitE masculine n'eat acceptable en aueune c1rc01l.ltance. 

24. Lea homosexuela de sese maaculln devraient avo1r le droit de se 
t'egrouper pour revendiquer lea drotta civile dont ila jugent ltre 
priv!s. 

25. Lea bomosexuela de aexe maaculin aont perturbla paychologiquement. 
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I I 
I A D C D E I 
I I 
IFortement Mod4r4ment Ni en accord Modlr~ent Fortement I 
ld'accord d'accord n1 en d6saccord en dEaaccord en dEaaccordl 

'------------------------------------------------' 
21i. Je trouverais agrb ble d' l!tre en compagnie d 'homoaezuels de sexe 

usculiu. 

27. Lea homosexuels de sexe masculin devraient obtenir de l'aide 
psychiatrique afin de se r4ajuster .l une vie sexuelle normale. 

28. De nombreu.s: homoaexuels de ae:z:e maaculin aont facile a l reconnaitre 
en raison de leur dEmarche, 1 leur fa~on de parler, et ainsi de suite. 

29. C' est pEch! pour deux ho111111es d' avoir euaemble des relatioua selt\lelles. 

30. Cela me ~raugerait d'apprendre que je suis aeul(e) avec un 
homoaexuel. 

31. Les homosexuels de sl!.lte masculin adoptent souvent des caractEristiques 
fl!!minines • 

.::1 2. L'homosexual itA masculine devrait l!tre vue comme. uue perturbatiou 
~otive. 
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PARTIE 5 - ECHELLE D'AITITUDES (FEMME) 

Directives: Lea EiloncEa ci-aprEa ~riment des opinions, des croyances et 
dee aentiaents que difflreutea persounes eutretieunent 1 
l' lgard de l 'homoaezualitl f&linine et des homosexuelles (de 
seze f!miuiu), Noua aimerious connattre votre point de vue. 
Iudiquez dana quelle mesure vous !tea d 'accord ou non avec 
chaque ~nouc~ en vous servant de l' Echelle suivante: 

A 

IFortl!lllent 
ld'accord 
I 

I 
B c D E I 

I 
ModEr~ent Ni en accord ModEr~ent Fortement I 
d'accord ni en d4saccord en dlsaccord en dbaccordl 

I 

Pour chacun des Enone~s. choisisaez la lettre qui correspond 
le mieuz 1 votre point de vue et: noircissez le cercle 
appropriE sur la feuille de rEponses. Ne noircissez qu' uu 
seul choiz par EnoncE. Prenez aoin de lire attentivemeiit 
ChiQue mot de 1'4nonc~. 

33. Lea homoaexuelles de ae:~:e £Em.1n1n de-naient avoir le droit de se 
former des groupe& 1 des fins sociales et rEcr4atives. 

34. L'homoserualitE fEminine est immorale. 

35, Lea homosexuelles de se:~:e fbinin out besoin de traitemeut psycho
logique. 

36. Les ho111oaexuelles de sexe fE1111n1n devraieut !tre acceptEes par la 
societE. 

37. Lea homosexuelles de sexe fEmiuin devraient avoir le droit de danser 
ellSelllble dana lea lleux publics. 

38. Je pellSe que les homose%Uelles de aexe £Emin1n devraient !tre 
enfe~es 10t n'ftre ll~riea qu'une foia gu!ries. 

39. L'homosexualitE fEminine devrait ftre une infraction criminelle. 

40. Les homosexuelles de aexe flmiuin out gEulfrall!lllent une allure plus 
masculine que les hltlrosexuelles de seze fEminin. 

41. J'ai du mal l m'illl&giner Etabllsaaut une relatiou d'amit1E Etroite 
avec uue homosexuelle. 
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I I 
I A Po C D E I 
I I 
IFortemeut Mod~rlment Ni en accord Mod~r~ment Fortemeut I 
ld'accord d'accord n1 en d~saccord en d~saccord en d6saccordl 1 ___________________________________________ 1 

42. Je u'aimerais pas que des bomosezuelles de seze ffmiuin habitent pr~s 
de chez moi. 

43. ll n' y a rien d 'immoral A une relation homoseli:Uelle affectueuse et 
respectueuse entre femmes. 

44. L'homosezualit~ fEminine ne devrait pas @tre condamn~e. 

45. L'bomosezualit~ £~nine devrait !tre ~limi~e pour le bien de toute 
la socUt~. 

46. L'homosexualit~ £~nine est une maladie. 

47. Un comportement homosexuel entre femm.es est tout A fait inacceptable. 

48. Lea homosexuelles de sexe f~inin devraient !tre trait~es avec ~quit~ 
-dans la soci~t~. 

49. Il est souvent facile de reconnaitre une homosexuelle 1 son apparence 
et l sea ~i~res. 

SO. Si une homosexuelle m'approehAit en public, je serais d~goQr~(e). 

51. On peut souvent reconnaitre une ho osezuelle ! son habillement. 

52. Lea homosezuelles de sexe flminin devraient demeurer discr~tes et ne 
pas afficher leur perversion. 

53. L'homcserualitE flminine n'est acceptable en aucune circonstance. 

54. Les homose:ruelles de sexe ftmini.n devraient avoir le droit de se 
regrouper pour revendiquer lea droits ci-nl.s dont elles jugent ~tre 
pr1v4ies. 

55. Lea homosexuelles de saxe f~nin aont perturbtes psychologiquement. 

56. Je trouverais agrlable d 'll!tre eu compa.gnie d 'homose:ruelles de sexe 
f~1nin. 

57. Lea homose::ruelles de sexe f~nin devraient obteni.r de _ 1' aide 
psycbiatrique af1n de se r!ajuster 1 une vie sexuelle normale. 
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I 
D E I 

I 
I Fortement Hod.4r&lent Ni en accord Mod~r&lent Fort:ement I 
l4'accord d'accord ni en dlsaccord en d~saccord en d~saccordl 

'------------------------------------------------1 
58. De n0111breuses h0111ose:Jruelles de sexe fblinin sont faciles l 

recounaitre en raison de leur db&rche, l leur fac;on de parler, et 
ainsi de suite. 

59. C'est pfchf pour deuz femmes d'avoir ensemble des relations sexuelles. 

&0. Cela me d.4rangerai t d 'apprendre que je sui a seul( e) avec une homo
sexuel.le. 

ol. Lea homosexuel.les de sexe fl!miniu adoptent souvent des caract!ria
tiquea masculines. 

&2. L'h0111osexuallU fblinine devra.it !tre vue comme une pert:urbation 
&otive. 

Act 
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PARtiE 6 - OPINIONS 

Directives; Lea EuoucEs ci-apr!s exprtmeut des opiuious et des croyances 
concernant ce qui pourrait se produire si des homosexuels(les) 
~taient employiHea) dana lea FC. Nous aimerions conn.a.itre 
votre point de vue. lndiquez dans quelle mesure vous l!tes 
d'accord ou non avec chaque !noncE en vous servant de 
l'Eche1le suivante: 

I I 
I A B c D E I 
I I 
I Fortement Hod!rl!meut Ni en accord Mod!rl!ment Fortement I 
ld'accord d'accord ni en d4aaccord en d!saccord en d!saccordl 1 _____________________________________________________ 1 

Pour cbacun des l!n.oncJ!is 1 choisi.ssez La lettre qui correspond 
le mieux l votre point de vue el: noircissez le cercle 
appropri~ sur la feuille de r!ponaes. Ne noireissez qu' un 
seul chou par inoncl. L1sez attent:iveuerent taus les mots 
de chaque !!none!!. 

63. Des militaires bomoseruelles (~e sexe f!minin) ne pr!senteraient pas 
plus de risque& pour la sl!curitl! de l'l!tat que les militaires 
n!t!l:oseruels. 

64. Des ll.ili.taires homosexuals (de sexe masculiu) ne prl!senteraient pas 
plus de risques pour la sl!curit! de l'l!tat que lea militaires 
h!Uroserueb. 

65. Si des homoaeruels !taient engagEs dans lea Forces canadiennes, lea 
mi.litaires nttl!rosexuels harc!leraient verb&lement lea militaires 
b0111osexuelles (de sexe fl!minin) eonnues. 

66. 51 des hom.osuuela l!taient engagEs dans les Forces cana.dieanes 1 les 
militaires h~tlrosexuels harclleraient verbalemeut lea militaires 
bomosex.uels (de sue masculiu) connus. 

67. Lee d!sirs sexuels des m111taires homosexuelles (de sexe fl!minin) ne 
nuiraient pas davantage il leur efficacitl au travail qu.e les d4airs 
sexuela des militaires hltlrosexuelles (de sexe f!minin). 

68. Lea d6s1rs sexue~s des militaires homosexuals (de sexe lll&&culin) ne 
nuiraient pas davantage il leur efficacitl! au travai~ que les dlsirs 
seruels d.es militaires hlUroseruela (de sexe masculin). 
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I 
A B c D E I 

I 
IForteme~t HodErEment Ni en accord Mod6r€ment Fortement I 
ld'accord d'accord n1 en dleaccord eu dEaaccord en d'aaccord l 1 ________________________________________________ 1 

69. Si des homo11ez:uela sont engagb dana lea Forces cauadiennes, ~ peut 
s • attendre ll de la violence physique entre lea milJ.taires 
homosez:uellea (de sexe flminin) co~ues et lea militaires 
hEtErose:ruela. 

70. 51 des homosez:uela sont engag'' dans lea Forces canadie~es, on peut 
a'attendre ll de la violence physique entre lea militaires homosexuals 
(de sexe masculin) connus et lea militaires h!tEroseruels. 

71. 51 des homosexuels Etaient engagEs dans lea Forces eanadiennes, lea 
militaires h,t,roaezuels refuseraient de a'associer ll des lll.ilitaires 
homose:ruellea (de sexe f~nin) connuea. 

72. 51 des hoaos~~els Etaient eugagEs dana lea Forces canadiennes, lea 
lll.ilitaires hEtfroseruels refuseraient de s'associer ll des militaires 
homose:ruels (de sexe masculin) connus. 

Directives: Pour chscun des EnoncEs ci-apr~s. choisissez la lettre qui 
correspo~d le lllieux ll votre point de vue et no1rc1ssez le 
cercle appropriE sur la feuille de rEponaes. 

73. Si l'on permettait aux homoseruels de serv1r dans lea Forces armlea, 
quelle influence ce facteur aurait-11 sur la recommandation que voua 
ferie.z ll un 8liJ. ou ll un membre de votre faaille qui sougerait ll 
s'enrOler dans lea Force.s canad1ennes1 

A. ll serai.t plus probable que je lui recommande de a' en.rCiler. 
B. ll aeraJ.t mo1ns probable que je lui recommande de s'enrOler. 
c. Ma recommandati~ ne serait nullement influencEe par ce facteur. 

74. Avez-voua le sentiment que 1 • emploi d 'h0111oae.zuels dans lea Forces 
csuadiennes: 

A. augmenterait de beaucoup l'efficac1tl des Forces? 
B. aug~~eutera1t lfg6rement l'efficacitl des Forces? 
C. n'exercera1t aucune influence sur l'efficacit6 des Forces? . 
D. diminuerai: llglrement l'efficacitE des Forces? 
E. diminuerait de beaucoup l'efficac1tl des Forces? 

a /'in formation 
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75. Si des homoseruels connus Etaieut enrollEs dans lea FC, l'orieutatiou 
se:ruelle du personnel hl!ti!Jrosuuel en serait influeucle de la fac;.on 
suivante: 

A. de nombre\1% hi!Jt!rosen.els deviendraieut ho11oae.xuels. 
S. un certain no11bre d 'W!tl!rosexuels de.viendraient bomosexuels. 
c. quelques hltlrose.J:Uels deviendraie.nt homase%\lels. 
D. pratiquement aucun hltl!rosexuels ne deviendraient homosexuels. 
E. aucun hl!tlrosexuels ne devie.ndraie.nt homose.ruels - en d 'aut res 

mots, cela n'aurait aucune influence. 

76. S1 des homosexuels coDII.us l!ta1ent enrollls dans lea FC, l'or1entation 
sexuelle du personuel halllosexuel enrOll! en serait 1nfluenc~e de la 
fac;.on suivante: 

A. de nombre.ux ho111osexuels devieudra1ent h'tl!roae:ruela. 
B. un certain nombre d'bomosexuels devieudraient hl!tlrose%uels. 
c. quelques homosexuels devieudraient hl!tlrosexuels. 
D. prat1quement aucun homose.ruels ne deviendraient hl!tl!rosexu.els. 
E. aucuu homosexuelB ne deviendraient hltlrose.xue.ls - en d 'autres 

mots, eels n'aurait aucune influence. 

77. Daus quelle mesure connaissez-vous les politiques ex1stantes des FC 
sur le harc!lement? 

78. 

A. beaucoup. 
B. passabl.ement. 
c. tr~s peu. 
D. aucunement. 

Si lea homosexuels 
mesure avez-voua 
prot~geraieut lea 
pourra1ent aubir de 

~taient permis de servir 
confiance que les 
hltl!:rosexuels centre 

la part des homosexuels? 

A. grande confiance. 
B. conf1ance. 
C. incertain(e), 
D. peu confiance. 
E. tr~ peu confiance. 

dans lea FC, dans quelle 
polit1quea existantea 

le harcUemeut qu' ila 
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79. Si lea bomosexuels ~taient permia de aervir dana lea FC, dans quelle 
~aesure avez-vous c.onfiance que lea politiques e:dstautes 
protEgeraient les homoae%Uela centre le harc!lement qu'i1s pourraient 
subir de la part des h~t~rosexuels? 

A. grande confiance. 
B. confiauce, 
C. iuc:ertaiu(e). 
D. peu conf1ance. 
E. tr!s peu collfiauce. 

orrr.raticm Act 
a /'information 
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PAR!IE 7 - REACTIONS 

Di.reetives: Lea ~noncl!s c:i-apr!s d~crivent des situations impllquant le 
fait de travailler ou de vivre avec des homosexuals, Nous 
aim.erions conn.attre vos propres rEactions face l c:es 
situations. lndiquez voa rEactions par rapport aWl: ~uoucl!s 
en voua servant de 1'6chelle suivante: 

A c D E 

Accepter 
vo~ontiera 

Accepter Protester Refuser Je ne sais pas 

Pour chacun des Enonc6s, cboisissez la lettre qui correspond ~e 
m.ieWI: ! votre point de vue et noircissez le cercle appropriE sur 
la feuille de r~pouses. Ne ·noircissez qu'un choi:l: par Enouc~. 
L1sez attentivement ~ lea mots de c:haque ~!noncE. 

Si 1' on permettait aux homose:INels de aervir dans lea Forces arml!es, ma 
rEaction au fait: 

80. d 'a voir un bomose%Uel counu (de se:a:e masc:ulin) c:omme coll!gue de 
travail. 

81. d'avoir une homose:a:uelle connue (de se:a:e fl!minin) comme c:oll!gue de 
travail. 

82. d'~tre supervisl!(e) par un homose:a:uel connu (de se:a:e masculln). 

83. d'Otre supervisl!(e) par une homosexuelle c:onnue (de se:a:e fl!minin). 

84. de superviser un homose:a:uel c:onnu (de se:a:e masculin). 

85. de auperviser une homose:INelle c:ODilue (de ae:a:e fbl.inin). 

Si 1' on permettait aux homose:a:uela de servir dans lea Forces armEes, ma 
rEaction 1 l'obligation de: 

86. partager lea inst:all.ations de quart:ier (mess) avec. des hl!itl!ro
se:a:uels de mime sese que mol. 

87. partager les installations de quartier (mess) avec des homoae:a:uels 
connus de m@~e aexe que mo1. 
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c 

Protester 

D E 

Refuser Je ne sais pas 

88. partager le vestiaire d 'un gYIIIl&ae avec des hEtl!rosexuela de mble 
sexe que moi. 

89. partager le veatiaire d'un gymnaae avec des homosexuels connus de 
m@me &I!Xe qu~ 11oi. 

90. travailler seul(e) (par example dana un bureau, un poste de 
commandement, un v€hicule, une tranch!e) avec des bl!tl!rosexuels de 
ml!me sue que mo1. 

91. travailler seul(e) (par example 
commandement , un vl!hicule, une 
c:onnua de mble sere que moi. 

dana un 
tranchl!e) 

bureau, un poste de 
avec des hoaoaexue1a 

92. partager des douches avec des hl!tl!rosexue1s de m!me aexe que moi. 

93. partager des douches avec des bomosexuels connus de mtme sexe que 
mo1. 

94. partager des salles de toilette avec des hl!tl!roaexuela de m!me sexe 
que moi. 

95. partager des salles de toilette avec des boaosexuels connus de meme 
aexe que moi. 

96. fai.re partie d'une l!quipe sportive d'unitl! ou de base avec des 
bl!tEroaexuels de m!me saxe que moi. 

97. faire partie d'une l!quipe sportive d'unitl! ou de base avec des 
hoaoaexuela connus de mime aexe que moi. 

98. 

99. 

dormir dana la mble pU!ce (par exemple 
quartiera, une tente, des am6nagements 
bl!tl!roaexuela de a!llle sue que moi. 

dormir dana la lllbe pUce (par example 
quartiers, une tente, des aml!nagements 
homosexuals connus de m!me aexe que moi. 

une chambre dans 
d'l!quipage) avec 

une chambre dana 
d'l!quipage) avec 

lea 
des 

les 
des 

Si j'avais besoin d'une transfusion sanguine, raa rl!action ll l'obligatiou 
de: 

100. recevoir une tranafusio~ d'un hl!tl!roaexuel (de sexe masculiu). 
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B c D E 

Accepter Proteste't' Refuser Je ne sais pas 

TOURNEZ A LA FACE 2 DE VOTRE FEU!LLE DE REPONSES 

lOl. recevoir une trausfusion d 'une bl!otl!o.roee:ruelle (de sexe fblinin). 

102. recevoir une trausfueion d'un homose:ruel (de seze masculin). 

103. rec.evoir une transfusion d'une bomoae:ruel1e (de seze fblintn). 

a /'information 
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PAR'IU: 8 - A'I'IITUDES GENERALES 

Directives: Lea ~noncfa ci-aprla exprillent des rfactiona par rapport 1 
des sentiments que peuvent avoir des persounes, concernant 
certain.a faits aociau:x. Indiquez dana quelle meaure vous 
@tea d 'accord ou non avec chaque fnonc:E en voua servant de 
1' !chelle auivante: 

I I 
I A B C D E I 
I I 
IFortement Mod!r~ent Ni en accord Hod!r!ment Forte~ent I 
ld'accord d'ac:cord n1 en ~sacc:ord en d!aaccord en d!saccordl 1 _____________________________________________________________________________ 1 

Pour chacun des fnonc!s, choisissez la lettre qui correspond 
le m.i:::ux l votre point de vue et noircissez le cercle 
appropr16 sur la feuille de r!ponsea. Ne noircissez qu'un 
seul chob: par Enoncli. Aa aurez-voua que 1' bone!!. ou 1a 
question auquel vous repondez correspond bien au numlh:o de 
question ·sur la feu1lle de r!pon.aes. Lisez attentivement 
tous lea mots de chaque AnoncA. 

104. Nulle peraonne saine d 'esprit, noT~~~ale et convenable ne penserait 
blesaer un proche ami ou un parent. 

105. Bon nombre des 1dliea rsdicales d'aujourd'hui seront demain des 
croyancea et des pratique& accept!ea. 

106. Lea adolescenta ont parfoia des idles rebelles, mais en v1e1llisant, 
ila devra1ent en venir a bout et a'asaagir. 

107. Lea peraonnes qui veulent fouetter ou emprisonner lea auteurs de 
crillea aaxuel.a aont JD.Sladea el.lea-1118mea. 

108. Les criaea sexuels, colliDe les viols et lea agreaaions contre des 
enfanta, m!ritent une punition plus grave que l'emprisonnement; lea 
respon.aablea de cea crimea devraient @tre fouettb en public, ou 
pire encore. 

109. Il eat bien pour lea gens de poser des questions 111!me sur les sujeta 
lea plus 1ntiaea et personnels. 

110. L'obfissance et le respect de l'autoritE aont lea vertua lea plus 
importantea que l'ou aevrait apprendre aux enfants. 

ormation Act 
a /'information 
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I 
A B c D E I 

I 
IFortement Modl!r£w.ent Ni en accord Modirl!ment Fortement I 
ld'accord d'accord u1 en dl!aaccord en dl!saccord en dl!saccordl 1 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 1 

111. Les insultes II. notre honneur n.e sont pas toujours suffisamment 
importantes pour qu'on s'eu 1nqu1~te. 

112. Lea crimea ae.xuels, comme lea viols et lea agress1ons centre des 
enfants, sout signes de maladie mentale; les auteurs de ces crimes 
dev~aient Atre hoapitalisl!a plutOt qu'emprisounts. 

~3. Ce dont lea jeuues out le. plus besoin, c'est d'une discipline 
rigoureuse, de beaucoup de dl!termination et d'uue volontl! pour 
travai1ler et pour lutter pour leur famille ee leur pays. 

114. ll n' y a 11. peu prb rieu de plus ignoble qu 'uue personne qui 
n'l!prouve pas un grand amour, une l!norme gratitude et un grand 
respect pour ses parents. 

115. La p1upart des gens houn@te reconnaissent dans leur for intl!rieur 
qu'il leur est arrive i !'occasion de dl!tester leurs parents. 

a f'infonnation 
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D1rec~1ves: DaDS cette parti.e du questioUDaire, uoua aimerions savoir 
dans quelle meaure le penoUDel des FC a rec;u de 
l 'infonllltiou sur l • homoaezuali u, ou a I! tl! en contact avec 
des b01110ae:wels. Bien eutendu, certaines persouaes 
trouveront que certaines des questions reprEsentent une 
incursion dana leur vie privE.e. Si lea dponaes l ces 
ques~iona n'6taient pas importantes ou a'il y avait un autre 
moyen d 'obtenir lea donnEes, nous n' auriona pas posE ces 
questions. NollB souhaitOllS q~~e vous compreudrez et que vous 
rl!!poudrez aux questiona. Noua tenons aussi l voua rappeler 
que le questionnaire eat anonyme et que noua avona pria des 
me au res pour pr6server 1' anonymat de voa dponaea. 

A ehacune des questiona ci-apr~, cho1as1asez la lettre qui 
correspond le mieux l votze erpErience et noircissez le 
cercle approprit sur la feuille de rtponaes. 

116. Au coura de la derui~re ~e. avez-voua vu des Emissions de 
t!ll!viaion ou lu des articles de journal ou de revue qui traitaieut 
d'une fa<oon quelconque des bOCIIosexuels, bommes ou felllllles7 

A. Non (Sl VOUS R.EPONDEZ "NON•, SAUTEZ LES QUESTIONS 117 ET 118; 
ALLEZ A LA QUESTION 119). 

B. Oui {SI VOUS !!.EPONDEZ "OUI", ALLEZ A U.. QUESTI ON 117). 

ll7. Dans 1' enae.mble, com~~ent dficririez-vous lea illlpressiona que vous 
vous @tea for~~~~ea par rapport aux bomosexuel s de aexe masculin suite 
l ces informations? 

A. Trls favorables. 
B. Glnlralement favorables, 
C. Neutrea . 
D. Gfiul!ralement dfifavorables. 
E. Tr~s d!favorables • 

.1.18. Dans l'ensemble, c0111111ent dl!cririez-vous lea impressions que vous 
vous @tea form!es par rapport aux homose.xuelles de sexe f!lllinin 
suite A ces informations? 

A. Tr~s favorables. 
B. Gfinl!!rale~~n~ favorable&. 
c. Neutres. 
U. G!n6ralement d!favorablea, 
E. Ids d!favorables. 

Act 
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ll9. COnnaissez-vous, ou avez-vous jamais connu, un homosexuel de se:a::e 
masculin (par e:a::emple un paTent, un ami, ou uu coll~gue de travail)? 

A. Non (Sl VOUS REPONDEZ "NON", SAUTEZ LA QUESTION 120; ALLEZ A LA 
QUESTION 121). 

B. Oui (SI VOUS R.El'ONDEZ "OUI", ALLEZ A LA QUESTION 120). 

120. Dans l'eusemble, comment d~cririez-vous vos rapports avec cette 
personne ou ces peraonnes1 

A. Tr~s favorable&. 
B. G~n~ralement favorable&. 
C. Neutres. 
D. G~n~ralement d~favorables. 
E. Tri!s d!U'avorables. 

121. Coucaissez-vous, ou avez-vous jamais connu, une homosexuelle de se:a::e 
f&liniu (par exemp1e, une parente, une amie, ou une colli!!gue de 
travail)? 

A. Non (Sl . VOUS REPONDEZ "NON~, SAUTEZ LA QUESTION 122; ALLEZ A LA 
QUESTION 123). 

B. Oui (SI VOUS REPONDEZ "OUI", AIJ.EZ A LA QUESTION 122). 

122. Dans !'ensemble, comment d~cr~riez-vous vos rapports avec cette 
personne ou ces personnes? 

A. Tri!s favorables. 
B. G!n~ralement favorables. 
c. Neutres. 
D. ~n~ralement dl!favorables. 
E. T~s dEfavorab1es. 

123. Quelle est votre propre orientation sexuelle? 

A. E:a::clusivement Mtlirose:a::uel(le). 
B. A prEdominance hl!tl!rose:a::uelle, mala j'Eprouve aussi parfols une 

attirance pour des personnes de mon propre se:a::e. 
C. Bise:a::uel(le); j '~prouve une attirance I! gale pour les boiii!Dt!!s et 

lea femmes. 
D. A prEdonnance homose:a::uelle, mais j'lprouve aussi parfois uue 

at~1rauce pour des persounes du sexe opposl. 
E. E%clus1ve.eut homose:a::uel(le). 
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DERNIERES INSTRUCTIONS 

Si vous voulez faire des observations Ecrites con~eruant le contenu de ce 
aondage, utiliaez l'espace ci-dessoua. 51 vous formulez des commentaires 
Ecrites, veuillez dEtacher cette page du questionnaire. InaErez la page 
qui contient voa eommentairea, et votre feuille de rEponses, dans 
l'enveloppe qui voua eet fournie. Scellez l'enveloppe. Retournez le 
questionnaire et 1' enveloppe acellEe l l.a: peraonne qui voua a re.is ce 
sondage. Celle-ci ~etournera l'enveloppe ~ l l'URPFC. 

Voua &tea priE(e) de ne pas divulguer le contenu du questionnaire avec 
d'autrea membrea de votre base taut que la distribution du sondage ne sera 
pas terminEe l l'Echelle de votre base. 

COMMENTAIRES 

Directives: INSCR.IVEZ CI-APRES VO'l'RE CIU: l_.....i..-....!.--!.--
N'Ecrivez n1 votre 110111, ni votre NAS, ou nul autre 
renae1guemeut pouvant voua identifier sur cette page-.-

(Au verso s1 nEcEssaire) 

MERCI DE VOTRE COLLABORATION 
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ANNEX C 

TECHNICAL ANALYSES CONSIDERATIONS 
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Technical Analyses Considerations 

Missing nata. Missii19 data was not a major problem. Por most items the 

non-respanse rate was less than one percent. The r11te for some of the 

reaction items in Part 7 and the authoritarianiSIII items were as high as 

two percent. Six to eight percent of respondents were unwilling, or 

could not estimate the percentage of homosexuals in the CP or canadian 

population. The questions on changing sexual orientation were not 

answered by four percent of respondents. Por demographic variable·s, 

_missing data ranged from 1\ for- sex to 4.5\ for education. There were 

la.S\ of respondents that did not answer the question on sexual 

or-ientation. Analyses indicated that those not answering the sexual 

orientation question responded to other survey items most like the 

exclusively heterosexual group. 

Demographic Differences. Preliminary analysis indicated insufficient 

differences between unit subgroups (e.g., Infantry, Armour, Artillery and 

Combat Service support) or inadequate numbers (e.g., submarine unit 

respOndents) to consider each unit subgroup separately. Therefore, unit 

subgroups were combined into five unit cateqories: Land operations, Sea 

operations, Air oper:&tions, Base/Isolated, and Recruits/Officer 

Candidates. (See Table Al in Anne~t A for a list of units in each 

cateqory. l 

Analysis of various questionnaire measures were conducted to examine 

differences based on participant sex, unit category, rank and langua9e. 
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A difference was reported only if it was both statistically significant 

(i.e., probability that the obtained difference occurred b:f chance w;ss 

less than one percent) and meaningful (e.g., greater than a one-half 

scale val~:ae for a scale using five rese>onse optional. The low 

e>rcbability level and meaningful criteria were necessary because the 

large sample size would have resulted in a. large number of statistically 

significant differences that would have been uninterpretable A 

confound occurred when examining differences between unit categories 

whenever there was also a difference between sexes (a co~mon occurrence) 

because onl:t two unit categories (Base/Isolated and Recruit/Officer 

Candidate) had a significant number of females. Therefore, analyses ,of 

difference between unit categories '"as done separately for males and 

females. Only Base/Isolated and Recruit/Officer candidate categories had 

sufficient numbers of females to lllllke comparisons involvinq females. 

Determinants. Multiple repression anal:r-ses were performed on the 

attitude scales and various outcome reaction measures in order to 

investigate the determinants of these measures, Besides the criteria of 

statistic&l significance of the beta coefficient, again because of the 

large sample size, a meaningfulness criteria was used that the variable 

must add at least one percent to the variance explained. Variables are 

usually mentioned in the text in the same order that they entered the 

stepwise multiple regression procedure. 

~dditional Scales. To increase the parsimony of the analysis a number of 

scales were formed from survey items not included in the predeveloped 
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scales I i.e., ATH and Short Balanced P Scale). This was achieved by 

gro~ping items using a hierarchical clustering technique (McQuitty, 

1957). Male and female targetted items were analysed separately. This 

res~lted is six internally reliable scales: Privacy for Homosexuals 

(Survey items 87, e9, 91, 93, 95, 97 and 99): Privacy for 

Heterosexuals (Survey items - e6, 88, 90, 92, 94, 96 and 98)1 Work with 

Male Homosexuals (Survey items - eo. e2 and 84); Work with female 

Homosexuals (Survey items - 81, 83 and 85), Harass Male Homosexuals 

(survey items - 66, 70 and 72 I, and Hara1s Pemale Homosexuals I Survey 

items 65, 69 and 71). The remaining survey items ware analyzed 

individually. 

cultural Bias. Although the translation of the survey from English to 

French wa• carefully reviewed and revised, there are a number of reasons 

that survey items may not be equivalent in both languages, not the least 

of which is that translated words may have different connotations in the 

francophone cultural context. Comparisons of Anglophone Francophone 

item-scale score correlations were made for all scales as this was the 

only equivalency criteria (Jensen, l9eo, p. 639) suitable for survey type 

items. 

Comment content Analysis. In the 1965 completed comment sheets there was 

a total of 2604 comments. A few, eo, concerned the purpose of the study 

or the policy decision process and 179 were evaluations of the survey. 

Each of the remaining 2345 comments was assigned a category paralleling 

the organization of the quantitative analysis of the survey (e.g. 
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atittudes toward homosexuals related to personal anxiety, enrolment 

intentions, harassment, etc.). It should be noted that comment sheets 

were identified by language and unit tyPe only; therefore, unlike the 

majority of the quantitative analyses that are baf!ed on the responses of 

exclusive heterosexuals, the comment content analysis is based on the 

responses from individuals from all sexual orientation categories. 
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ANNEX D 

MOLTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES 
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Table Dl 

summary of stepwise Regressions on outcome variables 
for Male Heterosexual Respondents (n• 2622) 

Outcome . variable 

Privacy from same 
sex homose~~:uals 

Working with male 
homoseKUals 

working with 
female homoseKuals 

Harassment of male 
homosexu;als 

Banssment of 
female homosexuals 

Receiving blood 
transfusions fro 
male homosexuals 

Receiving bloo~ 
transfusions fro 
female homosexuals 

t>reciictor 

personal anxiety males 
equal rights males 
relations male homosexuals 
harassment policies from homosexuals 

personal anxiety males 
equal rights males 
relations male homosexuals 
har;assment policies from bomoseXIlals 

person<~l anxiety females 
relations 'female homose~~:uals 

equal rights females 
media female homosexuala 

person<~l anxiety males 
harassment policies from heterosexuals 
moral reprobation males 

personal anxiety females 
dangerous/repressive females 
harassment policies from heterosexuals 
media female homosexuals 

moral reprobation males 
personal anxiety males 

moral reprobation females 
-relations female homosexuals 

R 

.64 

.67 

.69 

.70 

.62 

.66 

.68 

.69 

.63 

.67 
. 68 
.69 

.42 

.48 

.so 

.44 

.49 

.51 

.52 

.31 

.33 

.31 

.35 

• 41 
.45 
.47 
. 49 

.39 

.44 

.47 

.48 

.40 

.44 

.47 

.48 

.18 

. 23 

.25 

• 20 
.24 
.26 
.27 

.o9 

.11 

.10 

.12 

. 41 

.04 

. 02 

.en 

.39 

.os 

.03 

.01 

.40 

.04 

.02 

. ol 

. 18 

. os 

.01 

• 20 
. ()5 
.02 
.01 

.09 

.02 

.10 

. 02 

Note: na 1876 for the analyses involving working with Iem;ale homosexuals 
and harassment of female homosexual variables. 
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Table 02 

Document disclosed under the Access 
Document divulgue en vertu de Ia Loi sur I 

summary of Stepwise Regression on outcome 
Variables for Female Heterosexual Respondents (n•497) 

outcome Variable 

Privacy from same 
sex homosexuals 

Work with male 
homosexuals 

Work with female 
homosexuals 

Harassment of male 
homosexuals 

Harassment of 
female homosexuals 

Receiving blood 
tranfusion from 
male homosexuals 

Receiving blood 
transfusion from 
female homosexuals 

Pre1iictor 

personal aniiety females 
dangerous/repressive females 
relations female homosexuals 
harassment policiea from homosexuals 
equal rights females 

equal rights males 
personal anxiety males 
relations male homosexuals 
harassment polici•s from · heterosexual 
media male homosexuals 
harassment policies from homosexuals 

personal anxiety females 
equal rights females 
relations female homosexuals 
harassment policies from heterosexuals 
dangerous/repressive females 

harassment policiea from heterosexuals 
personal anxiety males 
equal rights males 

personal anxiety fe ales 
harassment policies from heterosexuals 
relations female homosexu<~ls 
equal rights female 

mor<~l reprobation males 
media male homosexuals 

moral reprobation females 
media female homosexuals 
gender-role stereotypes female 
equal rights females 

• 68 • 4 6 
.73 .53 
.75 .57 
.77 .59 
.77 .60 

.63 .39 

.68 .47 

.70 .so 
• 72 • 5l 
• 72 • 52 
• 73 .53 

.67 • 44 

.73 .53 

.75 .57 

.76 .5'8 
• 77 .59 

.36 .13 

.44 .19 

.45 .20 

• 44 .19 
• 51 .26 
.53 .28 
• 54 .29 

.31 .09 

.34 . .12 

• 36 .13 
.41 .16 
.42 .17 
.43 ·.18 

.46 

.07 

.04 

.02 

.01 

.39 

.07 

.03 

.02 

.01 

.01 

.44 

. 09 

.03 

.01 

. 01 

.13 

.06 

.01 

.19 

.07 

.02 

.01 

.09 

.02 

.13 

.03 
• Ol 
.01 

Note: n• 483 for the analyses involving llork with male homosexuals, 
harassment of male ho111ose~euals and receiving blood transfusions fro111 
female homosexuals variables. 
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Table 03 

Summary of Stepwise Regressions on Likelihood of 
Enrolment in CF for Recruit and Officer candidate Respondents 

Male Respondents (n•347) 

Predictor R R2 AR2 

workinq with male homosexuals .43 .18 ,18 
effectiveness of female homosexuals .48 .23 .04 
danqerous/repressive .so .25 .02 
relations fe ale homosexuals .51 .26 ,02 

Female Respondents. (n•57) 

Predictor R R2 R2 

privacy from same-sax homosexuals ,49 ,24 .24 

a /'information 
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Table D4 

Document disclosed under the Access 
Document divulgue en vertu de Ia Loi sur 

of Stepwise Regressions on Attitude Scales 
Toward Male Homosexuals (n•J077) 

Predictor R a2 ~a2 

relations male homosexuals .53 .29 .29 
media male homosexuals .60 .35 .07 
sex of respondent .61 .37 .02 

relations male homosexuals .60 .36 .36 
sex of respondent .68 .46 .10 
media male homosexuals .71 .s1 .04 

relations male homosexuals .SJ .28 .28 
media male homosexuals .61 .37 .09 
sex of respondents .6 3 .39 .02 

relations male homosexuals .23 .os .os 
media male homosexuals .27 .07 .02 

relations male homosexuals .53 .28 • 28 
media male homosexuals .60 .36 .08 

relations male homosexuals .49 .24 .24 
media male homosexuals .54 .29 .06 
sex of respondent .ss .30 .01 

Act 
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Table DS 

Document disclosed under the Access to In rmation Act 
Document divulgue en vertu de Ia Loi sur /'ace· a /'information 

summary of stepwise Regressions on Attitude Scales 
Toward Female Homosexuals (n•2J37) 

Attitude scale 

Dan<;Jerous/ 
Repressive 

Personal 
Anxiety 

Moral 
Reprobation 

Gender-role 
Stereotypes 

Equal 
Rights 

Mental 
Disorder 

Predictor 

media female homosexuals 
relations female homosexuals 
sex of respondent 

relations female homosexuals 
media female homosexuals 
sex of respondent 

media female homosexuals 
relations female homosexuals 
sex of respondents 

relations female homosexuals 
years of service 

media female homosexuals 
relations female homosexuals 
sex of respondent 

media female homosexuals 
relations female homosexuals 
sex of respondent 

R 

.51 
• :.7 
.so 

,57 
,62 
,64 

,55 
,5!1 

. • 61 

.26 

.26 

,53 
,sa 
.s!l 

.46 

.52 

.54 

. 26 
,JJ 
,36 

.33 

.3!1 

.41 

.JO 

.JS 
,37 

,07 
.as 

• 28 
.J4 
,JS 

.22 

.27 

.2!1 

.26 
,0'1 
.OJ 

.33 
,06 
.02 

,30 
.os 
.02 

,07 
.01 

.28 

.06 

.02 

.22 

.as 
,OJ 
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Document disclosed under the A 
Document divulgue en vertu de Ia Loi sur 

PSYCHOMETRIC PROPERTIES ANALYSES 

Act 
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PSYCHOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF THE MEASOREMENT SCALES 

Psychometric Properties 

ATH Scales. Item-scllle cort"elations and internal consistency relillbilities 

for the six male and six femAle ATB scales for Francophones, Anglophones and 

language groups combined ar::e presented in Table:~ El and E2, The Anglophone 

and Francophone results were almost identical. As indicated by the 

item-scale correlations, there were no poor items in any of the ATH scales. 

Internal eosistency reliabilitills were very hiqh (i,e., coefficient alphas 

were all above .aD and some above .9Dl considering there are only five items_ 

per scale, 

The results of the intercorrelation of AT!I scales, presented in Tables EJ 

and E4 replicate those of the scale development study ( Salpern, 1984). The 

ATH Male scales correlation matrix is proportional but slightly higher in 

magnitude to the Female matrix, The eorr::elations are low to moderate with 

the highest involving the Dangerous/Repressive, Moral Reprobation, Equal 

Rights and Mental Disorders scales, Thus, the Personal Anxiety and 

particularly the Gender-role stereotype scales are most distinct. 

Authoritarianism scale. The internal consistency reliability of the 

Authoritarianism scale (i,e., Short Balanced F Scale) was low, alpha 

coefficient • so, even after three poor items were removed from the scale, 

Therefore, this measure was~ used in any further analyses. 

Derived Sc~~oles. The psychometric properties of the Privacy from 

Homosexuals, Privacy from Heterosexuals, work with Male Homosexuals, Work 

with Female Homosexuals, Harllss Male Homosexuals, and Harass Female 

Homosexuals scales were very similar for Anglophone and Francophones 
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(Tables E6 to Ell). The internal consistencies of all the derived scales 

were very high (e.g., coefficient alpha of .95 for 7-item Privacy from 

Ho asexual scale) with the exception of the Harassment scales that had 

reasonable alpha .coefficients (i.e., above .70) for 3-item scales. 

summary. With the exception of the authoritarianism scale, all predeveloped 

and derived scales demonstrated very exceptable psychometric properties for 

both Anglophones and rrancophones. It is unclear why the authoritarianism 

scale did not match the reliabilities in the published literature (Ray, 

1979, 1979). There was a number of comments from ~rticipants that items on 

this scale were vague or offensive which may account for some of the problem. 

one could argue that the high internal consistency of the other scales were 

due to item. content redundancy or participants answering with a generalized 

or stereotypic concept of homosexuality. Differences in item responses and 

within scales that are logical (e.g., there was more concern for privacy 

with regard to sharing shower facilities than messing facilities: and 

respondents were less willing to be supervised by, than supervise a 

homosexual) argue again at these interprelations. Similarly, although 

Attitude Toward Homosexuals scales are intercorrelated, there are sufficient 

mean differences between scales <e.g., ~~~ale homoeexual target 

Dangerous/Repressive and Personal ~xiety scales) to support Halpern's 

! 1984 l conclusion regarding the utility of these separate scales a.nd the 

multidimensional character of attitudes toward homosexuals. 
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Table El 

Attitude Toward ~ale Homosexual Item-scale cotrelations 
and Internal consistency Reliability Coefficients 

Scale/ 
Item Number 

Dangerous
Repressive 
a 
9 
14 
15 
22 
·Personal Anxiety 
11 
12 
20 
26 
30 
Moral 
Reprobation 
4 
13 
17 
23 
29 
GenCier-Role 
Stereotypes 
10 
19 
21 
28 
31 
Equal Rights 
3 
6 
7 
18 
24 
~ental ~1sorCiers 

5 
16 
25 
27 

corrected Item-Scale correlation 
Anglo Franco Total 
(n•3862) (n•l933) (n•5924l 

.69 

.70 

.60 

.70 

.57 

.74 

. 73 

.69 

.67 

.74 

.68 
,75 
.79 
.82 
.74 

.so 

.72 

.62 
,76 
,64 

,63 
.75 
,59 
,71 
,69 

.72 
,76 
,81 
.81 

,65 
.68 
,63 
,69 
,45 

,64 
.69 
,67 
.sa 
.65 

,63 
.68 
.75 
.78 
,65 

.54 

.70 
,64 
.72 
.68 

,56 
.70 
,51 
.sa 
,65 

.69 

.68 
• 72 
,76 

.67 

.69 
,60 
.69 
.52 

,71 
,71 
,68 
.63 
,71 

.66 

.72 

.77 

.so 

.71 

.51 

.72 

.64 
,75 
,66 

,60 
.73 
.56 
,66 
.67 

.70 
,73 
,78 
.79 

Alpha coefficient 
Anglo Franco Total 

,84 ,83 .83 

.a a ,84 ,86 

,90 .87 .89 

.84 .as .as 

.86 .81 ,84 

.91 ,86 • 89 

,76 .52 .68 

Note: Anglo plus rranco samples do not equal Total sample because some 
respondents did not indicate their language. 
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Table E2 

Attitude Toward Female Bomoaexua~ Item-Scale Correlations 
and Internal Consistency Reliability Coefficients 

Seale/ Corrected Item-seale correlation Alpha Coefficient 
Item !lumber Anglo Franco Total Anglo Franco Total 

(n•3862J (n•l9l3l ( n•5924l 

Dangerous-
Repressive .as .81 .84 
38 .68 .64 .Ei7 
39 .70 .68 .69 
44 .59 .sa .59 
45 .73 .68 .71 
52 .EiO .44 .53 
Person01l Anxiety .89 .as .87 
41 .75 .68 .73 
42 .72 .62 .69 
50 .74 .69 .72 
56 .70 .EiO .67 
60 .72 .68 • 70 
Moral 
Reprobation .92 .89 .91 
34 .76 .73 .75 
43 .73 .69 .72 
47 .83 .78 .Bl 
53 .84 .so .83 
59 .77 .70 .74 
Gender-Role 
Stereotypes .87 .86 .87 
40 .61 .sa .59 
49 .74 .70 .72 
51 .73 .69 .71 
58 .77 .73 .75 
61 .67 .67 .67 
Equal Rights .87 .82 .as 
33 .66 .62 .65 
36 .77 .71 .75 
37 .57 .51 .56 
48 .75 .57 .68 
54 .72 .68 .70 
Mental Disorders .94 .90 .93 
35 .84 .79 .82 
46 .83 .74 .79 
55 .87 .79 .84 
57 .86 .81 .83 
62 .aJ .66 .77 

Note: Anglo plus Franco samples do not equal Total sample because 
some respondents did not indicate their language. 
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Table E3 

Intercorrelation of ATB Male scales 

Scale I' A KR GR ER KD 

Danqerous/Repressive(DR) ,69 ,78 .39 ,76 .73 

Personal Anxiety (PA) .n ,39 .56 ,64 
Moral Reprobation (MR) .33 .74 .77 
Gender-role Stereotypes (GR) .28 .38 
Equal Rights (ER) ,64 
Mental Disorder (MD) 

Note: Sample size ranged from 6131 to 6167, 

Table E4 

Intercorrelation of ATB Females Scales 

Scale DR PA KR GR ER MD 

Dangerous/Repressive( DR) ,!)8 ,79 .32 ,75 ,72 

Personal Anxiety (PAl ,61 ,39 .56 ,52 

Moral Reprobation (MRl ,27 • 74 .77 
Gender-role Stereotypes (GR) .22 ,30 

Equal Rights (ER) ,64 

Mental Disorder (KDl 

Note: Sample size ranged from 6131 to 6167, 
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Table ES 

Authoritarianism Item - Scale Correlations and Internal 
consistency Reliability coefficients 

Corrected Item-scale correlation Alpha Coefficient scale/ 
Item Number Anglo trance Total Anglo Franco Total 

(n•4132) (n•2019) (n-~2941 

Authoritarianism (all items) 
Authoritarianism (with items lOS, 

109, and 115 removed) 

104 .10 .03 
lOS .o~ .oo 
10~ .15 .os 
107 .18 .17 
108 .27 . .18 
109 .Ol .05 
110 .27 .22 
lll .21 .15 
112 .15 .14 
113 .31 .l4 
114 .26 .17 
115 .06 .07 

.07 

.04 

.ll 

.18 

.24 

.03 

.25 

.lB 

.15 

.25 

.22 

.06 

•. u .29 

.sJ .44 

NOte: Anglo plus trance samples do not equal Total sample because 
some respondents did not indicate their language. 

.JB 

.so 
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Table E6 

Privacy rrom Homosexuals Item-Scale correlations and 
Internal Consistency Reliability Coefficients 

Scale/ corrected Item-scale Correlation Alpha Coefficient 
Item Number Anglo Franco Total Anglo Prance Total 

(n•4137) (n•20aJ) (b•636a) 

Privacy 
Homosexuals .9S .9S 
a7 .79 .79 .7a 
89 .as .a6 .as 
91 .a4 .as .a4 
93 :86 .87 .86 
9S .a4 .a6 .84 
97 .76 .78 .77 
99 .82 .as .a3 

Note: Anglo plus Franco samples do not equal To'tal sample because 
some respondents did not indicate their language. 

Table E7 

Privacy from Heterosexuals Item-scale correlations and 
Internal Consistency Reliability coefficients 

.9S 

Scale/ corrected Item-scale Correlation Alpha Coefficient 
Item Number Anglo Franco Total Anglo Franco Total 

(n•40S9) (n•2047) (n•6245) 

Privacy 
Heterosexuals .96 .96 
a6 .7a .74 .17 
88 .84 .as .as 
90 .87 .87 .as 
92 .91 .90 .91 
94 .90 .91 .91 
96 .a6 .a7 .a7 
9a .89 .a9 .a9 

Note: Anglo plus Prance samples do not equal Total sample because 
some respondents did not indicate their language. 

.96 
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Table E8 

work ~ith Kale Somosexuala Itsm-Scale correlations and 
Internal consistency Reliability coefficient.s 

scale/ corrected Item-scale Correlation Alpha Coefficient 
Item Number Anglo Prance Total Anglo Pranco 

(n•420J) (n•2109l (n•6462) 

work with Male 
Homosexuals .90 .87 
80 
82 
84 

,8!) ,79 .83 
.83 .77 .81 
,75 .69 .73 

Note: Anglo plus Pranco samples do not equal Total sample because 
some respondents did not indicate thei~ language, 

Table E9 

work with Female Homosexuals Item-Scale Correlations and 
Internal Consistency Reliability Coefficients 

Total 

.89 

scale/ Corrected Item-Scale Correlation Alpha Coef:icient 
Item NUMber Anglo Pranco Total Anglo Franco 

(n•4219l (n•2l20l (n•6489l 

work with Female 
Homosexuals .90 ,88 
81 .83 .77 .81 
83 . 79 .74 ·'' 85 .so ·" .79 

Note: Anglo plus Prance samples do not equal Total sample because 
some respondents did not indicate their language, 

Total 

• 89 
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Table ElO 

Harass Male Homosexuals Item-scale Correlations and 
Internal consistency Reliability Coefficients 

scale/ corrected Item-scale correlation Alpha Coefficient 
Item Number Anglo Franco Total Anglo Franco 

(n•4223) (n•2115) (n•6486) 

Harass Male 
Homosexuals .76 • 73 
66 .56 ,47 .54 
70 ,64 ,59 .62 
72 .se .60 ,59 

Note: Anglo plus Franco samples do not equal Total sample because 
some respondents did not indicate their language. 

'l'able Ell 

Harass Fe ale Homosexuals Item-Scale Correlations and 
Interna l consistency Reliability Coefficient s 

Total 

.75 

Scale/ corrected Item-Scale cor relation Alpha coefficient 
Item Number Anglo Franco Total Anglo Pranco 

(n•4224l <n•2116l (n•6490) 

Barass Female 
Homosexuals ,73 .67 
65 ,52 ,39 ,47 
69 .sa ,52 .56 
71 .56 ,56 ,56 

Note: Anglo plus Franco samples do not equal Total sample because 
some respondents did not indicate their language, 

Total 

.71 
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